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Dear Readers,
                                                   
Warm greetings to you all. 
Another academic session in the history of Centre Point has come to an end. A year back we stepped tentatively
into the physical mode after a long gap of 2 years but on coming back our children brought the campus back to life
with so much enthusiasm, happiness and cheer. We look back at the year gone by with a sense of satisfaction. It's
been a great year packed with activities, programmes and events in all the branches of Centre Point namely the
Senior Concerts, the Junior Sports, the Fetes, Project Displays, Censports, Cenfest, Centunes, CENMUN and an
endless list of competitions.
The inclusion of these activities and events in our calendar always bears witness to our commitment to providing
the best learning experiences possible for our students.
 We are proud of the accomplishments of our students, both academically and beyond. We encourage our students
to participate in a variety of extracurricular activities, including sports, arts, and community service, to develop a
well-rounded education and become responsible and engaged citizens.
From the school's point of view, it is our endeavour to constantly upgrade and offer the very best to our students.
You must have noticed some infrastructural changes in the school premises and you can look forward to further
upgrades in the future. Apart from this, we intend to introduce many more new features in the next academic
session both in academic as well as in co-scholastic areas, to help develop a variety of skill sets among our students.
We are proud of our pedagogical practices and we are committed to offering a child-centric and secure learning
environment for our students.
As we look to the future, we are committed to staying at the forefront of education and innovation. We recognize
the rapidly changing world we live in and the need to equip our students with the skills and knowledge to thrive in it.
We will also be putting up new age Senses touch screen boards in the classes, so that our students are at par with
the very best in the education field. We have invested in the latest technology and resources to enhance the
learning experience and prepare our students for the challenges of the 21st century.
With our amazing team of talented students, brilliant staff, and faculty as well as supportive parents, I am looking
forward to the coming academic year 2023-24 with anticipation confident that our ethos is intact and we will
continue to embody the culture of excellence. 

                                                                             Mrs. Perveen Cassad,
                                                                             Principal,
                                                                             Centre Point School,
                                                                             Amravati Road Bypass.
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INTELLECT AND INTEREST

KEYA OF CPS, KATOL ROAD CREATES A MASTERPIECE

Keya Aarsh of class 7, Centre Point School, 

Katol Road was declared Runner-up in the Inter-

School 'Best Out of Waste' Competition organised 

and conducted by Ira International School on 31st

January 2023. The theme was 'Nurture Creativity, 

Best Out of Waste with Stones'. The competition 

received an overwhelming response with the 

participation of 394 students from 19 schools. There 

were 8 participants from Centre Point School, Katol 

Road. 

Keya who participated in Category C made an underwater scene in stone art and received a 

trophy and a merit certificate.

The competitors were divided into 4 categories. The other young CPSKR artists who 

showcased their spark to transform the stones into creative pieces included Anvika Agrawal, 

Nandika Dwivedi, Advik Bansal, Preesha Makan, Ananya Jaiswal, Chirayu Ramteke and Urvi Joshi. 

They received participation certificates.

The students were mentored by Mrs. Sujata Giri, the school craft teacher.

DIRECTOR PRINCIPAL CONDUCTS ORIENTATION FOR CLASS 10 STUDENTS AND PARENTS

On 20th Feb’23, Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Director Principal, Centre Point School, conducted an 

Orientation Programme for students of class 10 [2022-23 batch] along with their parents. The 

programme was conducted in the NKP Salve auditorium of the school.

With a very impressive PPT, Shilpee ma’am took the students through the journey that 

began in MPK. After the connect with the audience she highlighted the strengths of Class 11 & 12 in 

CPSKR. Some of the key points that she enumerated included- Dedicated experienced Faculty, A 

basket of Subject choices, trained career counsellors, Scholarships offered, opportunities created 

for students to develop their 21st century Skills, Controlled and safe environment in school and 

regular assessments and tests.

Keya with Shilpee Ma'am & Sujata Ma'am
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She made the students aware of the subjects they could opt for in the 

Science/Commerce/Humanities streams. She also spoke about the Tie up programme that the 

school has. She elaborated on the work done by the School Career Counselling Cell which is run by 

trained teachers.

At the end, she specified the Timeline and procedure for admissions to class 11. A 

motivating video of Ishwar Sarda, a student of CPSKR appearing for class 12 was also shown. After 

the presentation Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly and Mrs. Delnaaz Kapoor [Head of career counselling cell] 

responded to the queries of the students and their parents.

SO LONG! FAREWELL CLASS 10!

The outgoing batch of Class 10, Centre Point School, Katol Road, Nagpur, was accorded a 

warm farewell by the school on 23rd March 2023 in the 

NKP Salve auditorium of the school. It was a glittering 

ceremony, resplendent with pretty ladies in sarees and 

suave gentlemen in tuxedos. It was an evening to 

remember. 

The class 9 students put up a small programme 

for their seniors. Kritika Uppal and Vardaan Malhan ably 

compered the entertainment programme. The evening 

began with an invocation to God through dance. The band 

belted out popular foot-tapping numbers and the vocalists 

set the tone for the evening. The electrifying dance performances by the spirited juniors set the 

stage on fire. 

The proceedings of the evening were further conducted by Mrs. Nisha Banerjee. The games, 

conducted by the teachers saw the students participating eagerly to win for their respective 

Orientation Programme for Parents and Students

Miss CPSKR Myra & Master CPSKR Sanchit 
with Shilpee Ma'am
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sections. There was fun and banter as the students with the funkiest shoes or the girl with the 

highest heels scrambled to please the Queen of 

Sheeba. 

The Director Principal, Mrs. Shilpee 

Ganguly, Vice Principals, Mrs. Renu Singh and Mrs. 

Delnaaz Kapoor presented the mementos to the 

students. Sanchit Shivliha and Mayra Thuteja were 

declared the Master CPS and Miss CPS 2022-23 

respectively after their responses won the hearts 

of the judges. They were crowned by Mrs. Shilpee 

Ganguly. 

The day ended students mingling with each other over refreshments and clicking pictures 

and selfies. 

The comperes

                  Entertaining the Seniors                                                                     Dance performance by class 9

The Band & The Singers Enthusiastic teachers -energetic students playing 
the games
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DR. SAMEER ARBAT LUMINOUS ALUMNUS OF CPS, KATOL ROAD

Sameer is the pioneer of Interventional Pulmonology in Central India. An established 

clinician, researcher and teacher in the field, he has performed more than 1000 Interventional 

Pulmonology procedures and received innumerable awards. He has more than 20 publications in 

indexed journals and has made more than 50 presentations all across the globe. 

A Young Achiever, Dr. Sameer is credited with 3 inventions for COVID-19 which have 

acclaim from international medical bodies for their utility during the pandemic. 

A Multi-Faceted Personality Dr. Sameer is an idol for the younger generation who wish to 

excel in their specialty but also continue developing their skills in other disciplines of life. 

Congratulations! Dr. Sameer Arbat for being appointed as ’Global Chair/ President of WABIP 

(World Association of Bronchology & Interventional Pulmonology) Media Committee’ for the tenure 

of 2023-2025.

                                  Class 10 students                                                 Enjoying the goodies after the entertaining program

Finalists of Miss CPSKR & Master CPSKR 2023
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Dr. Arbat is not only Youngest in the World, but also the only Indian to be appointed one of 

the Global Chairs/Presidents of the World’s Highest Organisation for Bronchoscopy and 

Interventional Pulmonology which was founded in 1978 and has 11,000 members across the globe.

                        Dr. Sameer Arbat

AMEE & ANANYA OF CPS, KATOL ROAD WINNERS IN SCIENCE QUIZ

Amee Parihar and Ananya Baheti both of class 9, Centre Point 

School, Katol Road  represented the school in the Finals of Science Quiz 

organised by Raman Science Centre.

The team of two with their bank of knowledge and their prompt 

responses won the 1st   position from among competitors of schools from 

the city. They received  individual trophies, books and merit certificates. The 

school was awarded a Rolling trophy. Their success was lauded by the 

school staff and students.

END OF THE SESSION ‘FUN FIESTA ‘FOR CPSKR CLASSES 1, 2 AND 3

As the end of the academic session 

2022-23, teachers of classes 1, 2 and 3, Centre 

Point School, Katol Road, planned to spend a 

day full of fun and frolic with their little 

darlings. For this special day, the students wore 

casual attire based on a separate colour theme 

for each grade. They were welcomed for 'Fun 

Fiesta' on 11th April, 2023 which commenced at 

Science Quiz Winners-
Amee & Anaya
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9:15 am and ended at 1:00 pm. They indulged in a wide range of activities including Art, Craft, 

Dance, Music, Movies and Games.

The day full of fun started with the last 

morning assembly of the session. Shilpee ma’am, 

Director Principal, reflected upon the year that was 

and made some very special announcements for the 

year to come. All the students were excited to know 

that the new primary library of the school will be 

open for students during the summer vacations too.

After the assembly, the students dispersed 

class wise for various activities including games, art and craft. In the 2nd half of the school day the 

students assembled in the school auditorium where they saw short, motivational and entertaining 

movies. Their teachers then took the stage and regaled the little cherubs singing, acting and dancing 

on stage to the tunes of their favourite songs. The TORRINS music instructors also pitched in with 

their pulsating music and songs. The celebration continued as the students joined the dance party 

with their subject teachers and got pictures clicked at the photo booths.

The day of merriment for the students was a day of nostalgia for their teachers. 
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CPS, KATOL ROAD JUNIOR LIBRARY INAUGURATED

Inauguration of Library

The new Junior Library of Centre Point School, Katol Road for the young students of classes 

1 to 5 was inaugurated on 10th April’ 23 at the hands of Ms. Sanjna Kapoor, daughter of legendary 

actors Shashi Kapoor and Jennifer Kendal. She is well known as a voracious reader and a passionate 

theatre personality working with schools. 

A short programme was collated to highlight the importance of books and how they enrich 

lives. The programme, held in the school auditorium commenced with a skit performed by the 

cherubs of classes 1, 2 & 3 which highlighted how reading fires imagination. Under the able 

guidance of the teachers of the English Dept 

students of classes 9, 10 & 12 enacted and gave 

superb rendition on the theme ‘Emotions And 

Relationships in Shakespeare’s Plays’, which 

brought applause from the audience including Ms. 

Sanjna Kapoor, Ms. Timira Gupta, Mrs. Mukta 

Chatterjee, erstwhile Executive Director, Centre 

Point Group of Schools, parents and teachers. A 

special welcome was extended to the parents of the 

Readers of the Week. Students of class 9 and 10 

were appreciated for their energetic performance in the Hindi  Nukkad Natak – Pustakalay –

Humare Bhavishya ke Sanrakshak. The scripting and training was done by teachers of the Hindi 

dept.

This was followed by Sanjna Kapoor’s address in which she mentioned the importance of 

reading for fun and knowledge. A powerful ‘Read Aloud’ of a story by Ms Timira Gupta, an Arts 

Sanjna Kapoor Inaugurating the Junior Library of 
CPS, Katol Road
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Ms. Sanjna Kapoor Addressing Parents and Students              Librarians helping students to browse the e-books

                                          Browsing                                                               CPSKR Student performers with Sanjna Kapoor

Based Therapy (ABT) practitioner, an authoress and a close associate of Sanjna Kapoor in 

conducting the Artful Teachers Workshop won the 

hearts of the audience. Mukta Ma’am then 

addressed the gathering and impressed upon the 

students the importance of using the library and 

delving into the richness that books offer.

Among loud applause from the students, 

Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Director Principal  in her 

address declared the commencement of the English 

Literary Club from the new academic session.

The well stocked Junior Library was inaugurated by Sanjna Kapoor surrounded by excited 

students who were eager to visit their library. Parents were highly appreciative of the spacious 

reading spaces and well stocked bookshelves in the library creating a ‘Relax and Read’ ambience 

for their little ones. 

Taking a tour of the aesthetically designed library
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CPS, KATOL ROAD CONDUCTS PRIZE DISTRIBUTION CEREMONY FOR ITS ACHIEVERS

Centre Point School, Katol Road conducted the annual Prize Distribution ceremony in two 

phases for its year round achievers of classes 1 to 12. On 4th May’23 proud parents and prize 

winners of classes 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5 congregated in the spacious and comfortable NKP Salve 

Auditorium for the announcements by the class teachers. The General Proficiency and General 

Progress trophies and Merit certificates were given away amidst thunderous applause by Mrs. 

Shilpee Ganguly, Director Principal, Centre Point School. This was followed by a photo shoot of the 

prize winners with their class teachers.

In the second phase, Shilpee Ma’am gave away the trophies and certificates to the prize 

winners of classes 6 to 12 on the 6th of May. Parents cheered and applauded the tenacious  

academic winners. This was followed by their photoshoot by the school photographer. The program 

was meticulously planned and conducted on both days.

READ ‘ N ‘ GROW WINNERS AT CPSWN

The more we read, the more we grow. By enhancing and widening a person’s perspective of 

life and the world, reading indeed helps a person grow and all the children participating 

enthusiastically in the Read ‘N’ Grow Competition this year have well proved the fact. Organized by 

Sandipani School every year, the Read N Grow Interschool Contest 2022-23 on 6th and 7th Dec 

‘22 invited large-scale participation from voracious readers of all age groups. The author chosen 

this year being Sudha Murthy, the participants enjoyed the opportunity of reading the many 

wonderful volumes penned by her.

Students from various categories emerged winners and brought laurels to the school. From 

the Senior category, Brijesh Punyani of Class 7 bagged the 4th Prize in Group C comprising of 

                       The Junior Read’ N’ Grow winners                                        The Senior Read ‘N’ Grow winners
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Classes 5, 6 and 7 and he is also the School Topper from Group C. Devika Chakrabarti of Class 

9 won the School Topper Prize in Group D comprising of Classes 8, 9 and 10.

The Junior category also had some winners. Mithilesh Khurana of Class 1 secured the 

School Topper prize in Group A1 comprising of Class 1 while Reyansh Hasoriya of Class 2 

bagged the Consolation Prize in Group A2 comprising of Class II. He is also the School Topper

from Group A2. Eshanvi Sagolekar of Class 3 emerged the School Topper in Group B 

comprising of Classes 3 and 4.

Mentored by their English teachers, all the elated winners were heartily lauded for their 

performance by the school management and staff and wished many more wins in future 

competitions too. 

CPSWN QUIZZERS SHINE IN PRESTIGIOUS QUIZ COMPETITION

With a knack for coming up with the right answers and pressing the buzzer in record time, 

two quizzers from Centre Point School, WN had their school beaming with pride when they 

participated in the Annual Science Quiz organized at Raman Science Centre on 13th Jan ’23. With 

as many as 96 participants, the quiz included a wide spectrum of Science, Mathematics and General 

Knowledge questions.

Kanul Chadda and Addhyayan Padole of Class 9 performed extremely well in the 1st two 

rounds of the quiz to reach the third and final round in which they locked horns with some of the 

best teams to win the 2nd Position and clinch the Runners-up Prize with only a slim margin of 

5 points. 

The euphoric duo along with their mentor Mrs. Suvarna Gulkari, a part of the Quiz Club was 

heartily congratulated for their superb performance by the school management and staff.

Being presented with the Raman Science Quiz Trophy     The Runners-up of the Raman Science Quiz Competition
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CPSWN QUIZZERS SHINE IN PRESTIGIOUS QUIZ COMPETITION

Smart quizzers from Centre Point School, WN gave a commendable performance when they 

participated in the Saevus Eco Achievers Quiz Competition which was venued at St. Ursula School 

on 15th Jan ’23. The quiz which saw zealous participation from a whopping 41 teams and 15 schools 

was conducted in 2 rounds. The 1st round i.e. the Preliminary round consisted of a written 

elimination round with the 2nd round being the Final.

The school team was one of the 6 elated teams to qualify for the final round of the 

challenging quiz and their excellent performance earned them the 3rd Prize!! Comprising the 

team were Brijesh Punyani, Mustafa Hirani and Raghav Tiwari, all students of Classes 6 and 7. 

Children as part of the audience also bagged prizes – Kamakhya and Yuvaan won Saevus 

magazines and chocolates for their right answers!

All smiles, the jubilant winners as well as their mentors Mrs. Pragya Chakraborty and other 

Quiz Club teachers who worked diligently to train them were congratulated by the school 

management and staff for their fantastic performance. 

The 3rd Place winners of the Saevus 
Eco Achievers Quiz

CPSWN HIGHFLIER AWARDED A PATENT TO HIS NAME!

What an achievement for a Centre 

Pointer from WN who has a top -notch 

academic performance in Class X Board 

Exams to his name. In addition to being the 

third city topper in Class X with 99.2% in 

his kitty and an impressive 1510 SAT 

score to his credit, Siddhant Kumar, a 

Class 11 student has every reason to be on 

Siddhant Kumar and his patent
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cloud nine. He has been granted a patent in his name for his invention "A Method and a 

System for Real Time Communication for Communication Abled and Communication 

Disabled".

This accomplished achiever aims at joining one of the Ivy League colleges to pursue 

Computer Science and take his dream of extending a helping hand to those who need it even 

further.

Needless to say, he was heartily congratulated by the school management and the staff for 

his superlative achievement and wished the very best for all his future endeavours. 

CPSWN SCIENCE WHIZ KIDS SHINE AT HOMI BHABHA EXAM

The Dr. Homi Bhabha Balvaidyanik  Competition Examination for the term 2022-23 

saw an overwhelming participation from 

Centre Point School, WN students. 

Organized by the Greater Bombay 

Science Teachers’ Association, the 

prestigious competition is open to 

students of Classes 6 to 9 and it is 

conducted at 3 levels.

From the 85 students who 

participated in this competition, 34 

students cleared the first level. As this competition boasts of 60,000 participants, this in itself is a 

huge accomplishment. Out of the 34 students, 5 students qualified for the 2nd level practical 

exam. These hardworking and diligent students are Adhyan Padole, Bhavya Ganwani, 

Bhavya Batra, Devanshi Dongre and Vivaan Gupta and they all received certificates of 

appreciation.

The elated winners, along with their mentors Mrs. Sangeeta Bargi and Mrs. Sonal Dhabalia 

were heartily applauded for their hard work by the management and staff of the school. 

                                                                                        
CPSWN MATHEMATICS WHIZ KIDS EXCEL

The Mathematics whiz kids duo from Centre Point School, WN came up with an outstanding 

performance when they participated in the Interschool Mathematics Quiz which was conducted 

by Raman Science Centre to celebrate National Mathematics Day. The competition saw 

enthusiastic participation from around 21 schools in the first round from which 4 schools were 

selected for the final challenging round. 

Students acing the Homi Baba Exam
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Aryan Nagariya and Hakimuddin Hirani of Class 10 faced some tough rounds in the 

final segment of the competition and emerged victorious, bagging the 2nd position. It was not 

only a win for these students who exhibited a prowess in Mathematics but also for the Mathematics 

Department. 

The jubilant achievers along with their mentors were proudly applauded by the school 

management and staff for their amazing feat. 

              

            Runners up in the Mathematic Quiz

CPSWN WINS PRESTIGIOUS DEBATE TROPHY

Two talented speakers from Centre Point School, WN gave eloquent expression to their 

views and opinions when they participated in the 34th Munshi Memorial Debate Competition

organized by Bhartiya Vidya Mandir (BVM) on 8th Feb ’23.

Speaking in favour of and against the topic ‘In today’s times, values are discarded 

for the race to success’, Devisa Chakraborty and Rida Seth of Class 9 managed to clinch the 

win and bring home the Rolling Trophy with their commanding speeches. Amongst the 44 

participants, Devisa Chakraborty who spoke against the motion, won the 2nd Position and was 

The Debate winners with the organizers at the venue                       The Munshi Memorial debate winners
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awarded a certificate, a trophy and a cash prize of Rs. 1500/- for her efforts. On the basis of 

their cumulative score, the school became the proud recipient of the Rolling Trophy.

The girls managed to practice even during their ongoing prelims examination and it is no 

wonder that their hard work bore fruit when they held the grand trophy in their hands. 

In the seventh heaven with their success, the duo along with their mentors Mrs. Ruchi Tyagi, 

Mrs. Manju Hirani, Mrs. Jayashree Dravid, Mrs. Shehnaz Hamza, Mrs. Parizad Major, Mrs. Archana 

Ukey and Mrs. Ifrah Jalil were heartily congratulated by the school management and staff for their 

commendable achievement.

BRILLIANT PERFORMANCE BY CPSWN QUIZZERS!!

The super-talented quizzing duo from Centre Point School, WN blazed a success trail 

when they participated in the Sunder Quiz 

Competition hosted by Chandak School on 14th

Feb ‘23.

Addhyayan Padole of Class 9 and Kavya 

Sarawgi of Class 8 pitted their wits against 10 

teams whom they defeated in several rounds of the 

quiz and emerged the elated winners, bagging 

the 1st Position. They were awarded a medal 

and a certificate as well as a cash prize of Rs. 

500/- each for their achievement.

This hardworking and talented pair of the Quiz Club, along with their guide Mrs. Vani Jog 

was heartily applauded by the school management and staff for their exemplary performance. The 

young brainiacs were wished many more accomplishments in the future.

CPSWN ORATOR BAGS RUNNERS-UP PRIZE!

Well-versed in her content and brimming with self-confidence, this aspiring orator from 

Centre Point School, WN carved a niche for 

herself when she participated in the 

Mathematics Talk, an Inter-school 

Competition organized by Delhi Public 

School, Kamptee on 25th Feb ’23. The 

competition aimed at inculcating 21st 

Century skills such as communication, 

Proud winners of Sunder Quiz Competition

Purva Nandanwar
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collaboration, creativity, critical thinking, and problem solving through Mathematics. 

Purva Nandanwar, a Class 9 grader breezed into the finals after clearing the initial 

qualifying round. After facing a challenging final, Purva emerged as the 1st Runners-up in the 

Ramanujan category and was awarded a trophy and a certificate for her achievement. The 

topic of her talk was Recreational Mathematics.

A jubilant Purva, along with her mentors Mrs. Aparna Dharmale, Mrs. Bhavna Samant and 

Mrs. Jahnavi Tamhankar was applauded by the school management and staff for her amazing 

achievement. 

NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS AT CPSWN

Science buffs participated enthusiastically in the National Science Day celebrations held at 

Centre Point School, WN on 28th Feb ’23. Organised by the Science 

Club, its members performed experiments using their science 

club kits and displayed them in the Physics Lab of the school. 

Some experiments included making simple machines, making a 

hydraulic arm or bridge. In short, they learnt how different 

inventions in the field of science have made our lives easy.  Later, 

students and teachers of Classes 1 to 5 were invited to witness 

these experiments which in turn helped broaden their horizons 

and increased their interest in the miraculous world of science.

Different activities performed for students of Classes 5 to 

7 included quizzes based on Great Indian Scientists or wild 

animals and plants. Most importantly, they learnt how to use non-biodegradable waste for 

different purposes. 

The young organizers and their in-charge teachers were commended by the management 

and staff of the school for their efforts to make the celebrations an outstanding success. 

Youngsters engrossed in their 
science kits

Students involved in making their presentations on charts          Children visiting the Science Exhibition exhibits
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Participants proudly showcasing their projects

SPECIAL BLESSINGS FOR CPSWN BOARD EXAM STUDENTS

Continuing with a traditional ritual that instils peace 

and confidence in the students appearing for their board exams 

every year, a special blessing ceremony was held at Centre 

Point School, WN at the end of this academic session.

Students appearing for their Class 10 and 12 AISSE 

examinations this session invoked the blessings of Goddess 

Saraswati in a special ‘puja’ organized in the Multi-purpose 

Hall of the school. The students along with their teachers 

offered their prayers to the Goddess of Knowledge amid a 

solemn ambience. The ‘Saraswati Vandana’ was later recited by 

the attendees.

Addressing the students, Mrs. Kanchan Ukey, the 

Principal wished them the very best for their forthcoming 

examinations on behalf of all their teachers. She also 

briefed them on important instructions and 

regulations to be kept in mind and strictly followed 

during the course of the examinations. 

The ceremony concluded with the students 

humbly receiving the holy offerings from their 

teachers, arming themselves with renewed 

confidence in their abilities with the blessings and 

love of their mentors. 

Mrs. Kanchan Ukey invoking the 
blessings of the Goddess of 

Knowledge

Students seeking the holy blessings
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A TIME TO SAY A FOND ADIEU

February and farewells go hand-in-hand for, with the rolling in of the Valentine month 

comes the time to bid a fond adieu to 

our passing out students of Classes X 

and XII. 14th and 15th Feb ’23 turned out 

to be days of excitement, joy and 

nostalgia all rolled into one for students 

and teachers alike. 

Welcoming the tastefully 

attired boys and girls in Indian 

traditional wear, the teachers couldn’t 

help but feel a sense of pride to see their students carry themselves with poise and grace. 

Assembling for the memorable batch photograph in the school gardens had its own excitement 

and charm. 

The poignancy of the day 

continued with the traditional lighting 

of the lamp to symbolize an auspicious 

start followed by the students placing 

lighted lamps around the school 

emblem to signify leaving their imprint 

behind and carrying their fire and 

passion forward. The classic mementos

Mrs. Kanchan Ukey addressing the students Students partaking of the holy offerings 
from their teachers

The elated ‘crowned’ title holders

Placing the lamps around the school emblem
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that they received at the hands of their teachers added a special touch to the occasion. They felt 

blessed listening to their Principal, Mrs. Kanchan Ukey as she recollected their years in school 

and wished them the very best for all their future endeavours. Touching speeches by a few 

students took everyone down memory lane as they recollected fond memories of their school days. 

The entertainment got off to a flying start with interesting games, a special PPT 

presentation capturing all their old beautiful memories in photographs and awarding 

interesting titles to quite a few deserving contenders. An impromptu dance party saw 

everyone having a gala time as they shook a leg or two on some peppy tunes. 

A splendid lunch with everyone’s favourite platters was another highlight of the day and 

thoroughly enjoyed by one and all. The festivities wouldn’t be complete without the clicking of 

innumerable photos with friends and teachers to create memories for a lifetime.

The memorable batch 
photograph

A GOOD STORY SAYS IT ALL AT CPSWN

As they say, stories are the best triggers to spark off a vivid imagination and they can bring 

on smiles in any situation. No wonder we are all addicted to them. And some lovely stories really 

        All engrossed in playing an interesting game                                                Relishing the delicious lunch 
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caught the imagination of young minds at Centre Point School, WN especially when they were 

beautifully narrated by talented storytellers. 

Young story buffs had a gala time when a week-long session of story-telling was 

conducted in the school library especially for the juniors of the primary classes. Their English 

and Hindi teachers were roped in and they captivated young hearts and minds as they 

regaled the students with great and wonderful stories. As a token of appreciation, all the 

volunteer teachers were gifted with a sapling for their efforts. 

The happiness on the students’ faces said it all…..no doubt they thoroughly enjoyed the session and 

would like many more sessions to be conducted in the coming years.

SPICMACAY TAKES CPSWN STUDENTS ON A CULTURAL TOUR

Chosen Members of SPICMACAY at Centre Point School, WN got an opportunity to attend a 

zonal convention organized by the cultural society at Delhi Public School, Pune. SPICMACAY is a 

non-political, nationwide, voluntary movement with a worldwide network of schools, colleges and 

institutions. 

                Listening with rapt attention to a story!                                Presenting their ‘storyteller’ with a sapling

SPICMACAY attendees with the renowned singer      Participants attending the SPICMACAY inauguration
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Accompanied by their mentor, Mrs. Abha Parashar, the participants had a great experience 

where they learnt lots of things especially about the dying art and culture of our country. They were 

held spell bound by the beautiful performances of dancers like Pandita Shama Bhate; they 

even felt blessed to hear the Sitar recital by Ustaad Shahid Parvez Khan and they were lucky 

enough to hear and enjoy Mrs. Ruchira Kedar’s mellifluous voice.

The chosen students for this convention included Rashi Bodhe, Rashi Jain, Parul 

Bawankar, Siddhesh Khandelwal and Kavish Jain and they spent two wonderful days learning 

and imbibing the Indian art and culture. They thanked their mentor and their school for giving them 

this wonderful opportunity to appreciate Indian and art culture at close hand. 

CPS, AB'S POETESS UMMEHANI AMIN PENS SUCCESS

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass organized an Inter-School Poetry Composition Contest 

on the theme 'Exploring Indonesia with India' as a part of the G-20 

Summit events. Students of grades 5, 6 & 7 enthusiastically 

participated in the activity and wrote eloquent poems. Ummehani 

Amin a student of class 7 won accolades for putting forth her best 

in terms of creativity and literary skills in her poetic piece. She 

secured the first position in the competition. She received a 

certificate and a prize at the hands of the Principal, Mrs. Perveen 

Cassad. She was lauded by the Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, 

mentor, Mrs. Nikhat Khan and the staff.

CPS, AB'S GRADE 7 LEARNERS EMBARK ON AN ADVENTUROUS TRIP TO HYDERABAD

‘Travel is one of the most intense modes of learning.’

To achieve this goal, Centre Point School Amravati Road 

Bypass had arranged for a 5 days 4 night-long educational trip for 

the learners of the 7th grade. The tour was organized with the help 

of Adventure Education Tours (Mumbai) Pvt Ltd. 74 students 

accompanied by 5 teachers set off on the mesmerizing journey on 

the 9th of March, 2023 and returned on 13th March, 2023. They 

embarked on the adventure by boarding the Rajdhani train at the 

Nagpur station.

After they arrived at their destination and checked into 

their hotel they had fascinating destinations to visit. They set off to 

Snippets from the Hyderabad trip

The winner Ummehani with 
Perveen Ma'am
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the Salar Jung Museum, one of the three National Museums of India. It has a wide collection of 

sculptures, paintings, carvings, textiles, manuscripts, ceramics, metallic artefacts, carpets, clocks, 

and furniture. The children admired the sculptures especially the clothes of that period, the toys, 

sculptures and the ceramics. They were lost in the world of artefacts which captured their attention 

and ignited their curiosity. 

They were then gathered and taken to their next destination which was the Hyderabad Zoo.

The zoo occupies 380 acres of land and has nearly 100 species of birds, animals and reptiles. The 

children boarded the battery-operated vehicles and were taken to different sections of the zoo. The 

children oohed and ahhed when they saw the white lion, the Indian rhino, Asiatic lion, Bengal tiger, 

panther, gaur, Indian elephant, slender Loris, python, as well as deer, antelopes and birds. They also 

visited the aquarium, Dino Park, butterfly park and tortoise house. They thoroughly enjoyed the 

dainty butterflies hovering over their head. It was an exhilarating experience for them. The next day 

the children and teachers went to one of the largest and most glamorous film studios in the world, 

Ramoji Film City. It is spread across an area of almost 2500 acres; the architecture of the studio and 

the wide range of settings make it one of the favourite spots to visit in Hyderabad.

The place had amazing sightseeing places which catered to everyone. Various vintage bus 

services were operating within the Ramoji Film City to take them to the various studios and to give 

a tour of the city. The children enjoyed the cinematic experience and the filmmaking process. The 

amusement park was the second favourite part of Ramoji. The light show and the Hollywood studio 

were thrilling experiences where the stunts were mind-boggling. After an eventful day at Ramoji 

Film City, the children and the teachers returned to the hotel.

The last day of the trip began bright and early when the centre pointers began their day by 

visiting the Birla Temple. The temple manifests a blend of architecture. It is constructed of 2000 

tons of pure white marble.

The main shrine has the massive statue of Lord Venkateswara and the temple also has 

separate shrines for various Hindu gods and goddesses. After getting the blessings, they left for the 

Golkonda Fort. At Fateh Darwaza in Golkonda fort, the children experienced the acoustic effect and 

the characteristic of the engineering marvels. A hand clap at a certain point below the dome at the 

entrance reverberates and could be heard clearly at the 'Bala Hisar' pavilion, the highest point 

almost a kilometre away. The children were awestruck when they experienced this.

The whole of the Golkonda Fort complex and its surroundings spread across 11 km of total 

area and discovering its every nook was an arduous task. The visit to the fort revealed the 

architectural beauty in many of the pavilions, gates, entrances, and domes. 
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The children were exhausted from climbing so many steps but were impressed by the 

history of the fort. Finally, after the last spot, they returned to the hotel ate their food, collected 

their luggage and left for Nagpur. The students brought home memories to be cherished for life.

CPS, AB'S MATHEMATICIANS SHINE AT THE ARYABHATTA GANIT CHALLENGE 2022

The aspiring Mathematicians 

of Centre Point School, Amravati 

Road Bypass have excelled at the 

Aryabhata Ganit Challenge 2022 

organized by CBSE.

The three top scorers of the 

1st level Aryan Laddhad and Tanisha of class IX, and Kunsh Madhan of class X have qualified for the 

2nd level.

Our young mathematicians have been placed in the top 100 students from the Pune region 

of CBSE in the Ganit Challenge.

                                  Snippets from the Hyderabad trip
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Aryan, Kunsh and Tanisha were commended by the Principal, Mrs. PerveenCassad, Vice-

Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, mentor, Mrs. Kamal Shrinivasan and the staff. They wished them the 

best for the next level.

CPS, AB QUIZZEES EMERGE AS THE CITY CHAMPIONS AT THE SAEVUS ECO ACHIEVERS QUIZ

The dynamic and enthusiastic quizzees of Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass viz. 

Dhruv Mor of Grade VI, Shayan Jain of Grade VI and Yashika Singh of Grade 

V gave a praiseworthy performance at the City Level SAEVUS Eco-Achievers 

Quiz. It was a proud moment when the CPS, AB team was declared the city 

champion. The quizzing event was held on 15th January 2023 in the 

premises of St. Ursula Girls’ High School from 11:15 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. There 

were as many as 41 teams from many different schools, each comprising 

three members. The quiz was based on the theme ‘Nature and Wild Life’ to 

create a strong environmental consciousness among the students. The 

Elimination Round was a 

written round where a set of 

25 questions was put forth 

for the teams to answer. Only 

six teams were to qualify for 

the Stage Round of the quiz and the young 

participants of CPS, AB gave a tough competition to 

the other teams and qualified for the stage round i.e. 

the City Finale. In the Final Round, the team 

members showcased their immense knowledge, 

determination, confidence and presence of mind which enabled them to work on strategies and give 

prompt answers. This enabled them to take a big lead of 175 points and clinch the Winner's Trophy 

at the city level. It’s indeed a matter of great pride for CPS, AB as the team has qualified for the 

Nationals which will be held at Mumbai in February 2023. The team was congratulated by the 

Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-principal Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, mentor Mrs. Mahua Chopra and 

the staff for their great success.

CPS, AB'S POOL OF TALENT EXCELS IN THE PANACHE 

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' students have recorded success in the Inter-

School Competition PANACHE. The event was organized by Somalwar High School, Ramdaspeth, 

Dhruv, Shayan and 
Yashika lift the Rolling 

trophy

CPS, ABs winning team being felicitated
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Nagpur. Competitions in various segments were organized as a part of this event. Our Centre 

Pointers' exemplary performance was lauded by one and all. 

To promote scientific acuity among students blended with 21st century learning skills like 

creativity and collaboration, VIGYANAM- a Science 

model making and ppt paper presentation competition 

was held at the host school on 17th January 2023. As 

many as 27 schools participated in the Junior category 

to present their work on SUSTAINABLE TECHNICAL 

DEVELOPMENT. The CPS, AB team comprised the 

enterprising students of class VIII viz. Shivansh Kulwal, 

Vaishnavi Kumar and Smayan Harode. They 

demonstrated the working model of a VORTEX 

TURBINE and supplemented it with a ppt and synopsis. With their 

impressive presentation under the able guidance of their teachers Mrs. 

Sini Joseph and Mrs. Ranjini Nair, they emerged as the Second Runners-

up of the event.

In the 'Manthanam' segment the participants were required to 

give a speech in Sanskrit on the 'Use of Technology for the Promotion of 

Sanskrit'. Linguists from 28 schools around the city had participated in 

this event on 18th January 2023. From CPS, AB, Gul Sapre was declared 

the winner of the competition while Diyan Khan secured the 3rd position 

in this event. The children were mentored by Mrs. Manjusha Khumkar, 

Mrs. Reeta Ayachit and Mrs. Pallavi Jathar.

Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde 

and the staff congratulated the winners on their success.

Diyan and Gul with Manjusha Ma'am, Bhakti Ma'am, 

Perveen Ma'am, Pallavi Ma'am and Reeta Ma'am

Vaishnavi, Shivansh and Smayan display 
their model

Vaishnavi, Smayan and 
Shivansh with Sini Ma'am, 
Bhakti Ma'am and Ranjini 

Ma'am
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THE NEW US @ CPS AB

“Nothing ever really goes away--it just changes into something else. Something beautiful!”

Similar to a butterfly, Centre Point Group of 

Schools too has gone through a metamorphosis, 

released from the cocoon, embraced its wings, and 

soared high! CPS now proudly announces the new 

change that it has embraced and that’s none other 

than the NEW BRAND PHILOSOPHY AND THE NEW 

LOGO!!!

On 17.1.23, it was a day of celebration for 

every person present at Kalanjali, CPS, AB as we all 

witnessed the unveiling of the new logo and the 

new brand philosophy of the Centre Point Group of Schools. Everyone was bubbling with joy and a 

sense of pride was evident in each one’s eyes as the new logo’s banner rolled down the majestic 

walls of the school. At that moment, the school’s campus echoed with thunderous applause. The 

Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad addressed the assembly and explained the significance of the new 

logo to the kids. This was followed by a scintillating performance by our dynamic young kids. 

Through it, we got a glimpse of the new sets of school uniforms that the children would be 

possessing from the new session. They were 

excited about the new set of sports uniforms too. 

The very fact that they would see the school logo 

on various collaterals like, the uniform, the 

stationery, the certificates, etc., added to their 

enthusiasm. And then came the moment, when 

their eyes twinkled with immense pride as they 

saw the school’s new flag unfurl in front of 

them.

The new logo has a star in it which represents every student of Centre Point because we 

believe that every kid has the potential to shine in the best possible ways in their areas of interest. 

The blue colour depicts the trust that the kids have in the school and the pedagogies we follow. The 

laurel wreath symbolizes success, fame and prosperity.  

Centre Point School’s successful functioning has been witnessed by every Nagpurian for 

more than three decades. Today, we look back on the many wonderful times our institution has 

Unveiling the new logo

Unveling the new school flag
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had. CPS has grown into a leading educational institution because of the dedication and support of 

its staff, students, families, and alumni. Today, we celebrate our past but look forward to the future 

to ensure that our growth continues, so that, the generations to come, have the opportunity to 

learn, lead, engage, and succeed at our school.

We would like to take this opportunity to extend our gratitude to all our parents, children, 

alumni, staff and well-wishers for being a constant support and encouraging us to bring out the best 

in the kids. As we continue to contribute towards shaping society, we seek your blessings and 

cooperation! Together, let’s shine on!!!

PARENTS ORIENTATION @ CPS, AB

A class 10 Parents' Orientation was held on 27 January '23 in the AV Room at Centre Point 

School, Amravati Road Bypass. The Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad addressed the parents.

Perveen Ma'am spoke about the CBSE AISS Examination and informed the parents about the 

dos and don'ts they were required to take into consideration. Details about the remedial classes 

being held in school were also given to them. Ma'am also informed them about the provisional 

admissions to class 11 which would commence soon.

The Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde Ma'am informed the parents about the various 

subject options which children could choose in class 11 and the various opportunities they could 

avail of being a part of their school.

Mrs. Avani Badani and Dr. Prachi Raj, mothers of two very industrious students of the 

school also spoke about the benefits of continuing with their school and shared their experiences in 

this regard.

Getting ready to unveil the new school uniform             Our young learners enthusiastically welcome the change
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Bhakti Ma'am proposed a vote of thanks with the hope to stay connected with our class 10 

children and their parents in the future.

CPS, AB'S ARTISTS' CREATIVITY GETS VENTED TO CREATE MASTERPIECES

Imagination and creativity are the traits that 

fuel the future. With this belief, Ira International School 

organized the Inter-School 'Best Out of Waste' 

Competition on 31st January 2023. The theme was 

'Nurture Creativity, Best Out of Waste with Stones'. The 

competition received an overwhelming response with 

the participation of 394 students from 19 schools. There 

were 12 participants from Centre Point School, 

Amravati Road Bypass. The young minds showcased 

their spark to transform the stones into creative pieces. 

The competitors were divided into 4 categories. The children painted stones based on the given 

theme. The theme for Category-A was fruits and vegetables, for category B it was insects, it was 

landscape for category D. All the categories were separately judged by Mr. Dnyaneshwar 

Ramchandra Misal and Mr. Dipak G Pachang the renowned personalities who excel in the field of 

Arts.

In category A, Sarimullah Khan of class 1 B was awarded a Consolation Prize; in category B, 

Urvi Agrawal of class 4 won the 2nd prize. In category D, Hazel Sharma of class 8 bagged the 1st 

Parents' orientation at CPS, AB

The winners with Perveen Ma'am and
Pooja Ma'am
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prize. All the participants were given a participation certificate and the winners were awarded 

certificates and trophies.

The teachers in charge also got hands-on experience in making dream catchers and spent 

quality time exploring their talents.

Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, mentors, Mrs. Pooja Chandak and Mrs. 

Kshitija Kalikar and the staff congratulated the winners on their success.

BIBLIOPHILES OF CPS AB BAG PRIZES IN THE READ N GROW COMPETITION

“There is more treasure in books than in all the pirate’s loot on Treasure Island”

-by Walt Disney

….…therefore the Centre Pointers are always on 

the hunt for more and more treasures to enlighten 

themselves in the world of stories.

One such example is the Read N Grow 

Competition which is hosted by Sandipani School. 

It’s a great initiative by the school to encourage 

reading among the students. Every year thousands 

of students across the district throng to participate 

in this event. This year too a huge number of 

participants were in a queue wherein Centre Point 

School, Amravati Road Bypass had 146 students participating in the competition that was held on 

the 5th and 7th of December.

This year the author for the competition for book lovers was their favourite Sudha Murthy. 

Reading her books is like living the character in reality. the children were categorized as per the 

following groups and books for reference.

Group A: (Classes I & II) - Publisher – Penguin Publication

1) How the Onion Got its Layers

2) How the Earth got its Beauty

Group B : (Classes III & IV) - Harper Collins Publication

1) The Gopi Diaries - Finding Love

2) The Gopi Diaries - Coming Home

Group C : (Classes V, VI & VII) - Publisher – Penguin Publication

1) The Magic of the Lost Temple

2) The Bird with Golden Wings

The winners with Vinita Ma'am, Perveen Ma'am and 
Chandra Ma'am
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Group D : (Classes VIII, IX & X) - Publisher – Penguin Publication

1) Grandparents’ Bag of Stories

2) Grandma’s Bag of Stories

Group E : (Classes XI & XII) - Publisher – Penguin Publication

1) The Mother I Never knew

2) Something Happened on the Way to Heaven.

Reading these books not only enriched the kid’s vocabulary but also helped them learn values that 

would benefit them for a lifetime. All the students participating in the competition were equally 

talented and very fond of reading books of various genres; the competition was bound to be tough. 

Yet every reader was a winner!

5 of our book enthusiasts bagged prizes in this competition.

1. Naisha Rathi (Group-A1) (Class-I) School Topper – 41.25 MARKS

2. Kyra Agrawal (Group-A2) (Class-II) School Topper – 46- MARKS

3. Avan Jain (Group-B) (Class-III & IV) (Consolation -2) – 45.75-MARKS

4. Dhruv Mor (Group-C) (Class-V, VI &VII) School Topper – 39.50-MARKS

5. PriyanshuMohnani (Group-C) (Class-VIII, IX &X) School Topper – 39.25-MARKS

All the winners were awarded certificates and gift hampers. Principal Mrs. Perveen Cassad, 

Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, and the mentors Ms. Vinita Yadav and Mrs. Chandra Negi 

acknowledged the efforts of the students and encouraged them to keep themselves drenched in 

good reading.

CPS, AB'S SCIENCE AFICIONADOS WIN LAURELS

The Science enthusiasts of Centre Point School, Amravati  excelled in the Dr. Homi Bhabha 

Balvaidnyanik Competition! The Mumbai Science 

Teachers' Association conducts this competition to 

encourage students to take a keen interest in Science 

and its application in day-to-day life. This competition 

is conducted every year for the students of classes VI 

to IX at 3 levels viz., written test, practical 

examination, and the viva-voce and project.

This year 19 students from classes VI to IX 

represented the CPS, AB team. After completing the 

first round, 4 students qualified for the second round. 

The scores of their performance in the first and second rounds helped Eshan Deshmukh and 

CPS, ABs Science Enthusiasts with Prajakta 
Ma'am, Bhakti Ma'am and Perveen Ma'am
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Souhardya Biswas to qualify for the third round. As part of this challenge, the participants were 

required to prepare an action research project; the interview round was held on 19th March 2023 

in Mumbai. The children took up the task and exhibited great dedication and enthusiasm to learn 

while working on it. The result, no doubt, was rewarding!

The students of class VI, Shayan Jain, Dhruv Mor and Eshan Deshmukh, and class XI 

Souhardya Biswas were awarded Merit Certificates.

Certificates of Participation were awarded to the students of class 6 Ratan Chawhan, Ansh 

Agrawal and Atharva Deshpande, and the Science buffs of class 9 Hritika Panpaliya, Tanisha Gupta, 

Khyati Tidke, Pratyush Agrawal, Gul Sapre, Amey Palandurkar, Aditi Chaudhari and Yukta Singh.

The young scientists were commended by the Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-

Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, mentor, Mrs. Prajakta Gokhale and the staff.

MELLIFLUOUS SINGERS OF CPS, AB EXCEL

‘Centunes’ a flagship event of Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar was organized on 

20th and 21st January 2023. 40 budding 

singers from Centre Point School, Amravati 

Road Bypass participated in the Indian 

Music and Western Music segments.

The musical bonanza was held in 3 

segments from 19th to 21st January 2023. 

The Hindi duet and choir rounds for the 

Junior category were held on 20th January, 

2023. Around 21 schools had participated in 

this event. The participants from CPS, AB viz 

Atishay Jain and Chetna V were showered with praise for their melodious harmonies. In the choir 

round, our school was represented by Satakshi Devdhar, Ishana Sharma, Swaranjali Thawali, 

Taksheel Jambhulkar, Sara Nankani, Aayushi Baanerkar, Khushi Pachisia, Surmayee Sathe, Sonakshi 

Chopde, Shyd. Shyaan Razzaqque, Krishita, Jain, Shivanjali Dahatonde, Tanay Padgilwar, Sayee 

Bobde, Ananya Jawade, Rushikesh Kasulkar, Anishka Kanchankar, Divyansha Satpute and Reva 

Mardikar. Our team emerged as the 1st Runner-up of the choir round. This competition was judged 

by Mr. Vikas Gupta, Mr. Vishal Jain and Ms. Jyostasna Tayde.

On 21st January, 2023 participating schools lilted away to glory during the English Duet and 

Choir round held for the senior school students. Mr. Ashish John, Mr. Anant Samuel Waghmare and 

Mr. Manish Jaiswal were the judges for this round. Ayansh Bal, Arnav Kumar Singh, Disha Agrawal, 

The melodious singers of CPS AB win applause 
at the CENTUNES
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Disha Agrawal, Hazel Sharma, Lipi Sarda, Ayan Puri, Hardik Motwani, Mihir Shaha, Parth Sahave, 

Mimansa Yadav, Disha Verma, Manya Pathak, Anushka Kawale, Prithvi Chauhan, Aditya Abhyankar, 

Adinah Amir, Arya Singh, Ansh Agrawal and Ahaan Thakur contested the choir singing competition 

and mesmerized the audience and the judges with their enthralling and mellifluous presentation of 

the song 'California Dreaming' by The Mamas and the Papas. The guitar was played by Ahan Thakur 

and Ansh Agrawal, the keyboard was played by Parth Sahave and the Cajon was played by Mimansa 

Yadav. Ayan Puri and Hardik Motwani teamed up to sing a rendition of the track 'Sound of silence' 

by Simon and Garfunkel from the rock genre. CPS, AB earned the second prize in the duet as well as 

choir round. The children were awarded certificates and gift vouchers.

Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde congratulated our 

proficient singers and their mentors Mrs. Varsha Jain and Mr. Vishal Raut for their incredible 

achievements.

CPS, AB'S KIDS GO PICNICKING!

Students of classes 6, 7, 8 and 11 of 

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass had a 

gala picnic time at Lighthouse Water Park on 4th 

February 2023.

The students enjoyed to their hearts' 

content in the pool followed by which the 

amusement park was opened for our spirited 

teenagers. They were also taken on a walk to see 

the various beautiful birds in the bird park. It 

was a surreal feeling to see them sit in circles and share food and treats with their friends. 

Alongside the fun in the park, the children also had an amazing time on the bus ride to the spot. 

The melodious singers of CPS AB win applause at the CENTUNES

Picnic moments 
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Singing songs to the top of their voices and dancing to the music was an experience of happiness 

one could never forget. It was a truly electrifying feeling to see them so stoked about a fun day, 

running around and making merry.

It was a much-needed day out for the zealous lot, a day outside the routine, a day where 

they could just chill out with their friends and even the teachers. The students came back with 

happy hearts and energized souls!

CPS, AB'S YOUNG SCIENTISTS WIN PLAUDITS

On the 9th of February 2023, an Inter-School competition 'Incubators' was hosted by Saint 

Vincent Pallotti College of Engineering and Technology. Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' 

team comprising the class VIII Science enthusiasts 

Smayan Harode and Vaishnavi Kumar achieved success 

in their endeavour and bagged the Second Runners-up 

position. As part of the model-making competition, our 

team made a working model of a Whirlpool Turbine 

wherein they showed how electricity can be generated 

using the energy of flowing water. The model was highly 

appreciated by all. They received a cash prize of �2000 

and certificates.

Vaishnavi and Smayan were applauded by the 

Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, mentor, Mrs. Prajakta Gokhale 

and the staff for putting their best foot forward.

Smayan and Viashnavi with Bhakti Ma'am, 
Perveen Ma'am and Prajakta Ma'am

                                           Picnic moments
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BLESSINGS FOR NEW BEGINNINGS @ CPS, AB

'New Beginnings lead you towards your metamorphosis...'

With the CBSE Board exams around the 

corner, Centre Point School, Amravati Road 

Bypass conducted the Blessing Ceremony for 

students of Class XII on 8th February 2023 and the 

students of Class X on 13th February 2023.

Our young ones all grown up were getting 

ready to spread their wings and take flight to 

chase their dreams. The students and teachers 

gathered in the Audio Visual room on the occasion. The blessings of the Almighty were invoked 

through a solemn Saraswati Pooja. Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad and Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti 

Bobde gave important instructions for the board exams. They boosted the morale of the students 

with their motivational words and extended their best wishes for the board exams.

The teachers showered their blessings on the students wishing them success in their future 

endeavours. The students departed with a prayer on their lips and gratitude in their hearts.

The blessing ceremony for the students of
classes X and XII
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                   The blessing ceremony for the 

students of classes X and XII

CPS, AB's ORATORS WIN LAURELS

“Opportunities don’t happen. You create them”.

Another proud and elated moment for Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass - the 

spectacular accomplishment of our budding stars, 

Sanay Saraf of grade-4 and Avan Jain of grade-3 have 

added another feather to the school’s achievement 

tally. It’s indeed an ecstatic and euphoric moment to 

celebrate for the Centre Pointers. 'Euro Eloquence -

The Talking Titans' - An elocution competition 

conducted by Euro School, Thane invited our 

enthusiastic speakers to portray their speaking skills 

on an online platform on 15th February 2023. As the saying goes “Your success will be determined 

by your confidence and fortitude” and so our little orators of CPS, AB lived up to it. They delivered 

their poems with confidence as they believe that their speech is their power. The way the budding 

orators of CPS, AB recited their poems with flawless expression, voice modulation, clarity, and 

diction was laudable.” Unless you participate, you cannot win”. Emphasizing this fact, Centre Point 

School, Amravati Road Bypass came through with flying colours by winning accolades and 

admiration. The winners of the competition were announced in which Sanay Saraf of grade-4 

bagged the first position as the Best Speaker and Avan Jain of grade 3 brought laurels to our school 

by acquiring the 2nd runner-up position in the prestigious event. They made us proud and won 

recognition and appreciation from the Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti 

Bobde, mentors Rachna Waswani, Priyamvada Singh, Pallavi Tiwari and Indrani Panti, and the 

staff.

      Avan Jain                                        Sanay Saraf
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CPS, AB's ELOQUENT ARCHIE WINS LAURELS

A slogan writing competition was organized by Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar as 

part of the CBSE G-20 Summit. Archie Dulhani of grade 8 of Centre Point School, Amravati Road 

Bypass won the second prize in the 'Slogan Writing Competition'.

The topic was 'Exploring Indonesia with India' where students had to research the 

similarities between the two countries. Archie chose 'spices' as the point of commonality and 

penned the slogan: 'Let's say it twice, we're united with some tangy spice!'

Archie was congratulated by the Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti 

Bobde, mentors, Mrs. Kshitija Kalikar and Ms. Arya Diwakar and the staff.

CPS, AB'S CHETNA V WINS ACCLAIM FOR HER EXCELLENT ORATORY SKILLS

Under the G20 CBSE host of Competitions, an elocution on 'Similitude in Indian and 

Indonesian Culture’ was organized by Bhavan’s Vidya Mandir, Trimurti Nagar on 1st March 2023, in 

the school premises. The qualifying round was conducted online and almost 25 schools reached the 

final round to prove their mettle. Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' Chetna. V of class VII, 

secured the first position with her exemplary oratory skills and vast knowledge about the topic. She 

was awarded a trophy and certificate. She was mentored by Ms. Debasmita Ghosh. Her efforts and 

achievements were appreciated by the Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice Principal, Mrs Bhakti 

Bobde, staff and students.

Chetna with Shupriya Ma'am, 
Perveen Ma'am, Debasmita Ma'am 

                  and Bhakti Ma'am

Archie with Kshitija Ma'am, Perveen Ma'am 
and Arya Ma'am

Archie's eloquent 
creation
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CPS, AB'S CONSERVATIONISTS SPREAD GREEN VIBES IN NISARGVEDH

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass is a renowned 'Green School' in the city. The 

school has very actively participated in and 

advocated many eco-friendly initiatives. 

One such endeavours was taken up by the 

school on 9th February 2023. 22 nature 

lovers from classes 7 and 8 had set off on a 

visit to Nisargavedh with their teacher Mrs. 

Sabina Farooqui to be a part of the tree 

plantation drive. Valuable learning took 

place in the lap of nature as the children 

gained hands-on experience with practices 

like vermicompost, beekeeping and cattle welfare. It was a memorable experience for the children.

CPS, AB'S NATURALISTS WIN PRIZES IN THE ANNUAL TIGER FESTIVAL 2022-23

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' nature enthusiasts had participated in the 

Annual Tiger Festival 2022-23 on 20th February, 2023. The theme for the Tiger Festival this year 

was–“Only one Earth". The event offered an excellent opportunity for inter-school interactions 

between students and teachers to share their views creatively and express themselves in ways that 

send strong, yet respectful messages to protect the planet. Various competitions were held as a part 

of the Tiger fest to fuel the creativity of children and channel it towards a noble cause. Students 

from CPS, AB had participated in the Animal Fancy Dress event, Poster Making (Individual) event, 

Rangoli Competition (Team event), Music out of Waste, Face Painting and Art Installation events. 

Our enthusiastic conservationists at Nisargvedh

Our enthusiastic conservationists at Nisargvedh
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In the Poster Making (Individual) event, Mehar Chavala class V bagged the 1st prize. In the 

Group Rangoli Competition, Swaranjali Thawali and Atishay Jain of class V teamed up to win the 1st 

prize.

Our young artists were commended by the Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, 

Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, mentors, Mr. Shrikant Wekhende and Mrs. Pooja Chandak and the staff.

The winners with Perveen Ma'am, Shrikant Sir 
and Pooja Ma'am

Swaranjali Thawali and Atishay Jain's rangoli was 
declared the best!

The gifted artist Meher Chawla
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SPEED, STAMINA & SKILL

AISHITA OF CPS, KATOL ROAD BRINGS LAURELS IN CHESS

Aishita Chhabda of class 11 G, Centre 

Point School, Katol Road represented school in 

the DSO Chess Tournament held in Bhandara 

Krida Sankul on 24th Dec’22. In the U/19 category 

of the tournament, she displayed her skill and 

talent in the game and scored 4.5 out of 5 points 

to bag the Runner up title and a berth in the 

Maharashtra State selections. The tournament 

was organised and conducted by DSO wherein 40 

players from different schools participated. 

CPS, KATOL ROAD CRICKETERS BRING HOME THE KARNEWAR TROPHY

The CPSKR Cricket 

Champs

The enthusiastic and skilled U/10 cricket team of Centre Point School, Katol Road was 

declared winner of the Karnewar U/10 Cricket Tournament held on 2nd March’23. In the Finals of 

the tournament, organised and conducted by Vidarbha Gymkhana, the young cricketers of Centre 

Point School, Katol Road proved their mettle and expertise to win the match against CPS, 

Wardhaman Nagar by 10 wickets. Their score was 77 with no loss of wicket whereas the CPSWN 

team scored 76 with a loss of 10 wickets.

Aishita Chhabda
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The jubilant champs of CPSKR have been awarded the Championship Trophy and the 

Captain Faizan Syed received trophies for ‘MOST VALUABLE PLAYER’, ‘BEST BOWLER’ & ‘BEST 

FIELDER’.

The winning team included -Faizan Syed, Armaan Sadhwani, Veer Mulchandani, Pratham 

Singhania, Tirth Gandhi, Jasveer Lohia, Bhavesh Methwani, Ram Kakde, Kabir Meshram, Nevaan 

Sawlani, Vedant Hemnani, Ayaansh Bhogra, Neil Samuel & Mrigank Pal.

The team trained with Mangesh Pandit and Ravi Mendhe, the school cricket coaches. Mrs. 

Shilpee Ganguly, Director Principal, CPS, commended the players for their stupendous success.

CENTRE POINT SCHOOL, KATOL ROAD CONDUCTS BIENNIAL JUNIOR SPORTS MEET

The biennial Sports Meet titled ‘Superheroes’ by students of classes 1 to 5 of Centre Point 

School, Katol Road was held on 4th January 2023 in 

the School Muktangan. The fantasy and fitness of 

the students was well presented through drills and 

fancy races. The morning performance by 

classes 2, 3 & 5 was attended by the Chief Guest 

Dr. Vipin, the District Collector & his wife Dr. 

Shalini, Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Director Principal, 

Centre Point School Group of Schools and parents 

and grandparents. The evening display was by 

classes 1 & 4. The Chief Guest for this event was Mr. Peeyoush Bhati, Additional Commissioner,

Nagpur Customs, accompanied by his wife.

‘Superheroes’ was an outstanding display 

of footwork, coordination,  fun steps, lovely

depiction of stories, perfect choice of musical 

pieces, magnificent costumes, great compering, 

clock work precision. The sports department 

ably supported by teachers displayed dedication, 

team work and were deeply invested in the 

children and their performance. The detailing in 

each costume, the finesse in each piece of accessory 

the research came out well.

The Gymnasts doing the Rhythmic Ribbon display

Power Rangers Drill
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The Sports Meet was declared open with the release of balloons at the hands of the Chief 

Guest. The Mashal was then lit by students who have excelled at the state and national level. 

Aeromodellers of CPS Katol Road, who 

are trained in school to make radio 

controlled models from scratch and to fly 

them, welcomed the spectators by 

showering petals from their drones and 

with their spectacular flying of the 

Drones. Next came the flexofit gymnasts, 

who displayed their agility and poise on 

the Trampoline, the vaulting table, balancing beam and in the floor exercises. The girl gymnasts 

performed rhythmically with colourful ribbons.  

Then came the Juniors of the School Band in their smart costumes and played the Tattoo 

winning applause from the spectators. 

Class 1 performed the drill 

and race on the theme of the 

famous ‘Avatar’ characters. Class 2 

dressed as characters from the 

‘Jungle Book’ regaled the spectators 

with their drill and races. Class 3 

looking smart in their costumes 

displayed their drill as characters 

from the famous ‘Harry Potter’ movie. The fancy race was on the lines of ‘Quidditch’ game from 

the movie. Class 4 made the Muktangan come alive in their vibrant spiderman costumes and with  

their performance as ‘Spiderman’. Class 5 displayed the vigour and verve of the ‘Power Rangers’ in

their drill and race.  

             The admirable coordination of the students to the fast tempo of the music and their 

attractive costumes & props won accolades & applause from all corners. The chief guests were 

highly appreciative of the excellent theme and congratulated the staff & students for carrying it off 

with such elan. Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly commended the staff and students for the coordination and 

synergy displayed in each of the events. The Sports Meet concluded with the Prize Distribution 

followed by the National Anthem.

The Young CPSKR Gymnasts

The Junior CPSKR Band
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Director Principal’s Address Aeromodelling display

Class 1 Drill    Class 2 drill display as JUNGLE BOOK characters

Drill using Steppers Power Ranger Fancy Race
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Class 3 doing Harry Potter 
drill

Performing The Spiderman 
Drill 

     The Sports Dept with the Director Principal & Vice Principals                             Team of Volunteers and comperes
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SAISHA OF CENTRE POINT SCHOOL, KATOL ROAD BAGS A GOLD IN SWIMMING

Saisha Warambhe, a promising swimmer from class 4, Centre Point 

School, Katol Road gave a stupendous performance in the Swimming 

Competition 2023 organised and conducted by Aquatic Association of Nagpur. 

In the highly competitive event held on 1st May’23 in the NIT swimming pool, 

Saisha outsmarted her competitors in the Under 11 category to win a Gold 

medal in the 50m Breaststroke.

She was highly commended by Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Director Principal, CPS and the 

swimming coaches of CPS, Katol Road including Anil Lambat, Preeti Bahadure, Pravin Rohad and 

Namrata Patel.

CPS KATOL ROAD CRICKETER VIRAAJ MAHESHWARI SELECTED FOR 
NATIONAL CRICKET TOURNAMENT

Viraaj Maheshwari, a student of class 9, Centre Point School Katol Road, is a seasoned and 

skilled cricketer who has been selected in the State Team of Vidarbh 

Under-14 Boys (Multi-Day) Raj Singh Dungarpur Trophy (Central 

Zone). This tournament is to be played at Meerut from May 3rd to 

22nd 2023.

Raj Singh Dungarpur Trophy is a National level cricket 

tournament organised by BCCI. Viraaj Maheshwari is a medium pacer 

bowling all-rounder. He has been playing cricket since the age of 6 

years and has been representing the school team at various District 

Level Tournaments and was the Vice-Captain for Mumbai Indians Jr. 

School Cricket team. 

He was a part of the training camp organised by Vidarbha 

Cricket Association since last one year and has honed his skills to perfection.  He was twice selected 

as a Ball Boy for the International matches played at VCA, Jamtha Stadium. Viraaj has brought 

laurels to the school at various occasions.

Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly, Director Principal, CPS, commended Viraaj on his selection for the 

national level cricket tournament. Mr. Mangesh Pandit, HOD sports and Mr. Ravi Mendhe, the school 

cricket coach gave their best wishes to him for the forthcoming tournament.

Viraaj with the gold and the 
trophy selected in the State 

Team.
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CPSWN SWIMMER CORNERS GLORY

An ace swimmer from Centre Point School, WN stole the spotlight in the pool when he 

participated in a swimming event called 

‘Poolompics’ on 25th March ’23. This Inter-school 

event organized by Nagpur District Amateur Aquatic 

Association at Delhi Public School, Kamptee Road, 

Nagpur saw participation from schools across the 

city.

In the U/12 age category, Mitansh 

Jivarajani bagged the 2nd position in the 100 

metres backstroke and the 3rd position in the 50 

metres freestyle and was awarded medals and certificates as a mark of his achievement. 

All smiles, the proud swimmer along with his coaches Mr. Roshan Choudhary, Mrs. Rashmi 

Bais and Mr. Kushal Balbudhe was congratulated by the management and staff of the school for his 

super feat.

CPSWN SKATERS SHINE AT STATE LEVEL ROLL BALL TOURNAMENT

Zooming into victory, the Under 17 Boys Team of Centre Point School, WN gave an 

outstanding performance when they participated 

in the DSO State Level Roll Ball Tournament

which was held at Gondia.

    The team comprising of players from 

Classes 8 to 11 emerged victorious and bagged 

the first position. The winning team was 

captained by Samaksh Londhe and included 

Akshad, Kabra, Kavya Sarawgi, Divyam 

Thakar, Naman Chinchmalatpure, Prabir 

Gaidhane, Sanket Maheshwari, Siddhesh Agrawal and Sultan Chimthanawala. Their final 

match against Amravati saw the Under 17 boys showing great team work and clinching the trophy 

for their alma mater. 

The jubilant team along with its coach Mr. Swapnil Samarth were heartily applauded by the 

school management and staff for their stupendous achievement.  

Mitansh Jivarajani

The winning State Level U/17 Roll ball team
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CPSWN SKATER ZOOMS TO VICTORY

An ace skater from Centre Point School, WN added feathers to her 

cap of success on her skates when she participated in the first National 

District Level Skating Championship which was organized by Nagpur 

District Roller Skating Association on 9th April ‘23 at NIT Skating Rink, 

Nagpur. 

In the 9 to 11 age category, Larisha Kashikar of Class 5 bagged 

the Silver Medal in 200mts and the Bronze Medal in the 500mts 

races. She also bagged the spotlight by being selected for the 

National Level tournament which was held at Mohali in the last 

week of April. 

The elated winner along with her coach, Mr. Swapnil Samarth was 

congratulated by the management and staff of the school for her fabulous achievement and her 

dedication towards her sport. 

CPS, AB'S MARTIAL ARTISTS SHINE AT THE NATIONALS!

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' Martial Artists have recorded success in the 

23rd National SQAY Martial Arts Championship. 

The event was organized by the SQAY federation of 

India and conducted by the SQAY Association of 

Jammu and Kashmir at Jammu Sports Complex 

from 30th December, 2022 to 3rd January, 2023.

More than 1000 skilled Martial Artists from 20 

states had contested the national level event to bag 

the highest honours.

In the U/11 Girls' category-

Yesha Mohanta bagged a Bronze Medal in the 

Khawankey Event and a Silver Medal in the Group Khawankey event.

In the U/14 Boys' category-

Vihan Mehta became the recipient of a Bronze Medal in the 37kg weight category Loba event.

Shaurya Bhargava received a Bronze Medal in the 26kg weight category in the Loba event.

In the 45kh Loba event, Reyansh Garg

bagged a Bronze medal.

Also, Reyansh, Vihan and Shaurya won the Bronze Medal in the Group Khawankey Event.

Larisha Kashikar

Our successful Martial Artists with Mehboob Sir, 
Bhakti Ma'am, Perveen Ma'am and Pritam Sir
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In the U/14 Girls' category,

Arya Panpaliya was awarded a Gold medal in the Group Khawankey Event and a Bronze medal in 

the 30kg weight category in the Loba event.

Nikita Vazrani clinched the Silver Medal in the 27kg weight category in the Loba event.

Nimisha Vazrani bagged a Bronze medal in the Aero-SQAY event.

Arya, Nikita and Nimisha teamed up to win the Gold medal in the Group Aero-SQAY event.

In the U/18 Boys' category,

Arshaan Mehta won a Gold medal in the Aero-SQAY event and 2 Silver Medals in Group Khawankey 

Event.

Dhruv Goenka bagged a Silver Medal in the Open weight category in the Loba event.

In the U/18 Girls' category, Nishtha Gadi was awarded a Silver medal in the Open weight category 

in the Loba event.

Shifa Khan was rewarded with the Silver medal in the Khawankey Event.

Nishtha Gadi and Shifa Khan received the Gold medal in Group Khawankey Event.

In the Above 18 Girls' category,

RishikaKhanduja received the Silver Medal in Khawankey Event.

We are proud to announce that our Gold Medalists have qualified for the international level 

tournament!

The winners and participants were commended for their spectacular performance by the 

Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, mentors, Mr. Pritam Pinjarkar 

and Mr. Mehboob Ansari and the staff.

PRANEEL GHOSAL - THE RISING FOOTBALLER OF CPS AB

The rising and determined footballer of CPS, AB Praneel Ghosal made his way to the state-

level tournament, the DSO FC Bayern Munich Maharashtra Cup that 

was held at Balewadi Pune. After his remarkable contribution in both 

the matches played on 8th and 9th February, 2023; Praneel entered 

the Nagpur Football Team and represented the district team at the 

Divisional Level Tournament At Wardha that was played on 25th 

February, 2023. He scored almost 4 goals and owned the match for 

the team. The ground was filled with cheers and plaudits after the 

outstanding 'Praneel goals'! It was indeed a proud moment not only 

for the team but also for the parents and school. Principal Mrs. 

Praneel Ghosal
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Perveen Cassad and Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde and coach, Mr. Rahul Neware, and the staff 

congratulated the young footballer and wished him luck for the forthcoming matches.

CPS, AB'S CRICKETERS ARE RUNNERS-UP OF THE KARNEWAR CRICKET CUP TOURNAMENT!

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' U/14 Boys Cricket team excelled in the 

prestigious 51st Dada Saheb Karnewar Cricket Tournament!

The U/14 team led by Raj Kapse comprised the 

seasoned cricketers of the school -Suleman Ali Khan, 

Nakuul Chhokra, Anshuman Upadhye, Palash Khandekar, 

Arham Kothari, Dhruv Taori, Vishesh Achanta, Rishab 

Khemani, Ahaan Thakur, Tanish Tated, Shaurya Khanna, 

Shivan Jichkar, Aarav Bhartia, Satyam Thakur, Siddhanth 

Akhre and Nimaay Mohota.

Suleman Ali Khan received a pat on his back for 

scoring 3 consecutive centuries in the tournament. He 

scored 356 runs in 4 matches. For this remarkable feat, he 

was awarded the 'Best Batsmen of the Tournament' award. The team was congratulated by the 

Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, mentor Mr. Kunal Kota and the 

staff.

CPS, AB'S MARTIAL ARTIST VIHAN WINS LAURELS

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' skilled Martial Arts player Vihan Mehta was 

applauded for his impressive display of skills in the 

KhasdarKrida Mahotsav Qwan-Ki-Do Martial Arts 

Tournament. The event was held on the 15th and 16th 

of January 2023 at Vivekanand NMC Badminton Hall, 

Nagpur. Contenders around the city had taken part in 

various categories in the prestigious event. Vihan 

represented the school in the U/12 category in the 36 kg 

Fight event. He emerged as the 1st Runner-up in his 

category. He was awarded a cash prize and certificate.

Vihan was congratulated by the Principal, Mrs. 

Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, mentors, Mr. Mehboob Ansari and Mr. Pritam 

Pinjarkar, and the staff.

The charismatic cricketers of CPS, AB with 

their coach Mr. Kunal Kota

Vihan with Bhakti Ma'am, Perveen Ma'am, 
Mehboob Sir and Pritam Sir
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CPS, AB's SWIMMERS BRING GLORY

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' talented aquanauts have bagged Gold medals in 

the POOLAMPICS, an Inter-School Swimming Competition hosted by Delhi Public School Kamptee. 

The event was held on 25th March 2023.

Arhaan Khan, a student of class V has won a Silver and Gold medal in 50mtr Freestyle and 

Backstroke respectively. Saisha Agrawal of class V has been awarded a Gold medal in 50mtr 

Backstroke. Manakarnika Jogdand of class 3 clinched a Gold medal in 50mtr Backstroke.

The young swimmers were congratulated by the Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-

Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, mentors, Mr. Chetan Samrit, Mrs. Madhuri Bhagat and Mr. Pritam 

Pinjarkar and the staff.

CPS, AB's successful swimmers win prizes! 

CPS, AB'S CHESS TEAM EXCELS IN THE KHASDAR KRIDA MAHOTSAV

A Chess tournament was organized as part of the Khasdar Krida Mahotsav from 9th to 11 

January 2023 at Suresh Bhatt Sabhagrah Reshimbag, Nagpur.

A total of almost 345 players participated in the event. The team of 4 from Centre Point 

School, Amravati Road Bypass excelled yet again and won a trophy for the First Runner-up's 

position.

Our team comprised the promising players-

1) Himanshu Jethwani--9th E

2) Aarav Bhartia 7B

3) Himani Jethwani-9 D

4) Kushagra Paliwal 4B

Our team scored a total of 25 points in 9 rounds - a commendable score indeed!
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In the individual category, Himanshu Jethwani secured the 9th position and was rewarded 

with a cash prize of Rs 3000. Kushagra Paliwal was presented a cash award of Rs 500 for his 

exceptional performance.

The team was applauded and encouraged by the Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-

Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, mentor, Mr. Kiran Pathak and the staff.

CPS, AB'S ASPIRING CRICKETERS ENTER THE STATE LEVEL

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' Cricket team has emerged as the winning team 

in the U-17 DSO Divisional level Championship. The event was held at Pacific Cricket Club on 11th 

January 2023.

Our team comprising Malhaar Dosi, Adhyaan Rauthan, Aditya Bhargava, Tanish Bhalla, 

Rajvansh Agrawal, Parth Mahipal, Aarav Tyagi.

Swayash Tripathi, Arjun Sharma, Sulemaan Ali Khan, Nimay Mohota, Arham Kothari, Nakuul 

Chhokra, Hardik Sharma and 

Ishan Tayde left no stone 

unturned to have victory on 

their side. They made it to the 

final round by giving tough 

competition to their opponents. 

The final match was played 

between CPS AB and Royal 

Gondwana School, Besa in which 

Himanshu, Himani and 
Aarav with Pathak Sir, 

Perveen Ma'am and 
Bhakti Ma'am

Our upcoming Chess 
player Kushagra Paliwal

CPS, AB's successful cricketers with Perveen Ma'am and Kunal Sir
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our team beat the cricketers of Royal Gondwana School by 29 runs to clinch the winning title and 

qualify for the DSO State level Tournament.

The stalwarts of our Cricket team were lauded by the Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-

Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, mentor, Mr. Kunal Kota and the staff.

MAANVENDRA TRIVEDI - CPS, AB'S UPCOMING LAWN TENNIS PLAYER

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' Lawn Tennis player Maanvendra Trivedi of 

class VI has bagged laurels in the Khasdar Krida 

Mahotsav Lawn Tennis tournament 2023. The event 

was held from 10th to 13th January 2023 at MSLTA 

Tennis Academy Ramnagar, Nagpur. Some of Nagpur's 

most skilled players had gathered at the sporting event 

to claim the top honours. Maanvendra represented the 

school in the U-12 category.

He entered the 2nd round with a bye in the first 

round. Here, he beat Vivaan Parikh by 6-0. In the 

Quarter Final match, Maanvendra won against Anas 

Baid by 6-0. He also claimed victory in the Semifinal Match by 6-1.

Maanvendra was commended for his excellent gameplay and was declared the First 

Runner-up!

Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, mentor, Mr. Ganesh 

Bagde and the staff congratulated Maanvendra on his success.

CPS, AB'S MAANVENDRA TRIVEDI SETS ON A WINNING SPREE

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' young sporting 

sensation Maanvendra Trivedi has been creating a buzz in the world 

of Lawn tennis with his excellent gameplay. His recent winning 

moment was celebrated during the DPS SPORTOMANIA Lawn Tennis 

tournament 2023. The event was organized and conducted by Delhi 

Public School, Lava branch from 6th to 8th February 2023.

Maanvendra represented the school in the U-12 as well as the U-15 

category matches.

In the U-12 category,

He reached the quarter-final match with a bye in the 1st 

Maanvendra with Ganesh Sir, Bhakti Ma'am 
and Perveen Ma'am

Our upcoming Lawn Tennis 
player Maanvendra Trivedi
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round. In this match, he beat Arjun Mansingha by 5-1. In the Semi-Final match, he defeated his 

opponent Aniruddha by scoring 5-0. In the Final match, Maanvendra's focus, alertness and will to 

shine enabled him to secure victory against Amar Khan with a score of 5-5 (7-2). Maanvendra 

became the proud winner of the 1st position trophy, a Gold medal and a Certificate.

In the U-15 Boys' category,

Maanvendra emerged as the winner of the first round by defeating Mehul Fulzele by 5-0. In 

the Quarterfinal round, he beat Mohit Charmode in a thrilling match by scoring 4-4(7-1). He 

advanced to the semi-finals and claimed the 3rd position. He was awarded the Bronze medal and a 

Certificate as a mark of his success.

Maanvendra was commended for his achievement by the Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, 

Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, mentor, Mr. Ganesh Bagde and the staff.

KUDOS TO CPS, AB'S SURMAYEE!

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' 

ace Lawn Tennis player Surmayee Sathe of class VI 

has won accolades in the Khasdar Krida Mahotsav 

Lawn Tennis tournament 2023. The event was held 

at MSLTA Tennis Academy, Ramnagar, Nagpur from 

10th to 13th January 2023.

Surmayee represented the school in the U-

12 and U-14 Girls' categories.

In the U-12 category, in the 1st and the 2nd 

rounds, she got a walkover. In the quarter-finals, she 

beat Mahi Tawani with a brilliant score of 6-0. In the semi-final round, she recorded a tie with 

Sanchita Tripathi at 5-5. However, in the tie-breaker round, she scooped victory by scoring 7-5. In 

the final round, she scored 5-7 against Sharwari Shrimane to emerge as the First Runner-up. She 

was awarded a certificate and a cash prize of Rs. 2000/-.

In the U-14 Girls' category, Surmayee entered the second round with a walkover. In this 

match, she beat Arohi Gondane with a score of 6-3. In the quarter-final round, she won against 

Ananya by 6-0. In the Semi-final round, she scored 6-8 points through a tie-breaker. She bagged a 

medal and certificate.

Surmayee's achievement was commended by the Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Mrs. 

Bhakti Bobde, mentor, Mr. Ganesh Badge and the staff.

Surmayee with Bhakti Ma'am, Perveen Ma'am 
and Ganesh Sir
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AAROHI BRINGS LAURELS IN SKATING FOR CPS, AB

The DSO had organized a skating competition on the 5th of 

January, 2023 at the Mankapur Stadium and the NIT Skating Rink, Daga

layout. More than 60 students participated in the event. Aarohi

Waditwar from Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass of class 8B 

won a Gold medal in the road race that was held at the Mankapur 

stadium and 2 Silver Medals in the Rink race at the NIT skating rink. 

Aarohi has not only won accreditation for her excellent performance but 

she has also been selected for the State level competition that will be 

coming up soon. She thanked her coach, Mrs. Rajni Dharmik with whose 

guidance she could bring the medals home. She also thanked the 

Principal of the school, Mrs. PerveenCassad and Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde for their 

encouragement and support.

TRADITION MEETS SPORTS AT CPS, AB WITH KRIDAGUNJANUM

Centre Point School, Amravati Road 

Bypass organized the Ninth Biennial Senior Sports 

under the theme ‘Kridagunjanum-Where Tradition 

Meets Sports’ on 3rd February 2023 with revelry 

and vivacity. The Centre Point fraternity believes 

in the proverb‘ All work and no play makes Jack a 

dull boy’ and thus ensures hundred percent 

participation of the children for the sports meet. 

Group Captain Vijay Hardas (Retd.) and his wife 

Flight Lieutenant Karuna Hardas who holds the 

distinction of being the first lady officer of the Accounts branch of the Air Force, graced the occasion 

with their benign presence as the chief guests for the ceremony. The other dignitaries to bestow 

their blessings on the children were the Principal, of Centre Point School, Wardhaman Nagar, Mrs. 

Kanchan Ukey, and the Academic Head, of Centre Point School, International, Mrs. Ashlesha 

Chitnavis.

The joy quotient is a vital aspect of Centre Point classroom activities as well as the sports 

arena. Sports help one lead a balanced life and enrich one's personality with qualities of discipline, 

Aarohi with Bhakti Ma'am 
and Rajni Ma'am

The performers of class I put up an enthralling 
performance
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sportsmanship, self-esteem, alertness, optimism and humility thus leading to the all-round 

development of the individual.

The events of our sports fiesta commenced with the lighting of the Mashaal and the

torchbearers were none other than Iknoor Singh 

Bhamra, the Captain of the U-16 Vidarbha State 

team, Addhyan Rauthan, the Vice-Captain of the U-

16 Vidarbha State team and Sayee Chandrayan our 

international level Martial Arts player.

Our sports contingent comprising the 

medal winners and participants of various sporting 

events at the D.S.O State level, CBSE National Level, 

National and International level sports came next. 

The splendid march past by the students of class V in their respective houses Yellow, Blue, Red, and 

Green was a sight to admire.

Jessica Francis, the School Captain followed by the School Vice-Captain, Keerti Likhita led 

the marching contingents. Diya Taori the captain of Yellow House, Rupal Khairkar the captain of 

Red House, Siddhi Ghude the captain of Green House and Purva Bhalmey the captain of Blue House 

carried their troops forward with the spirit of sportsmanship. The young leaders with the other 

members of the squad left no stone unturned to showcase their skill of coordination and 

synchronization to put up an immaculate parade.

The nail-biting performance by young 

gymnasts amazed the audience to the core. The 

display not only showed the physical, psychological 

and cognitive benefits of gymnastics but also 

endeavoured to demonstrate strength balance, and 

agility of the body.

Each drill depicted by the students from 

classes I to V was dedicated to a zone from India for 

the portrayal of its rich cultural heritage blended 

with its traditional sport or the sport that over time became its tradition.

The oriental blend of football with the Cheraw dance of Mizoram by the champions of 3rd 

grade gladdened the hearts of the audience and showcased the spirit of the northeastern part of 

India. North India is the melting pot of cultures. Our energetic performers of class 2 brought forth 

The energetic performers of class II

A graceful presentaion by our young gymnasts
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the flavours of north India blended with the ethnic elements of the region with a lively presentation 

involving sports like hockey, dangal and kabbadi. 

The tiny tots of class 1, displayed unity in diversity 

with their beautiful kites depicting the beauty of 

west India. They also brought forth the festive 

experience of the cricket match from the Rajasthan 

Royals team. Our dynamic young warriors of Grade 

5 performed the ancient Martial Art ‘Kalaripayattu’ 

the Pride of South India. The art form 'Kathakali' 

was also depicted by our little enthusiasts. Our 

young Gond tribes of class 4, the guardians of various traditions of central India portrayed the 

richness and ebullience of these traditions through their dance. They also sensitized the audience 

towards the protection of forests to help save the traditional tribes of India.

Mallakhamb, a traditional Indian Sport was 

performed by the young acrobats on the rope 

suspended from the pole. Every child was able to 

manoeuvre with a firm grip and dexterity on the 

rope. To watch their twist and turns in the air was 

a treat for everyone present at the venue.

Along with many presentations, flat races 

and fancy races were organized on the spot where 

the sprinters and the other racers gave their 

hundred percent to take away the coveted medals. For a few athletes it was a decisive victory with 

a superb finish. Trophies for various sports 

competitions hosted inter-house were also given to 

the winning houses. The Yellow House bagged the 

Tug of War trophy. The Red House lifted the trophy 

for Discipline. The Green House's marching 

contingent was declared the best! The coveted 

Overall trophy was claimed by Blue House. The 

prizes to the winners were given by the chief 

guests, Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad Ma'am and 

Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde Ma'am. Our 

Our young footballers of class III

The intriguing Mallakhamb display

The winners with Bhakti Ma'am, Perveen Ma'am 
and Group Captain Vijay Hardas
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traditional sports form an integral part of our culture. Playing a sport goes beyond the recreational

element or even fitness. Sports bring people of various beliefs and faiths together. Some of the most 

important values and lessons of life are learned on the sports field. With Krida gunjanum the school 

envisioned sports to become a pivotal part of everybody's tradition as well and that this rich legacy 

is also passed down to the next generation.

The neat entry and exit of every participant was the result of the plethora of hard work and 

dedication put in by the teachers and the helping staff. This was also appreciated by the Chief Guest, 

Group Captain, Vijay Hardas in his address. He also shared experiences of his glorious service with 

the Indian Air Force. The programme culminated with vote of thanks given by the Principal, Mrs. 

Perveen Cassad and the National Anthem.

A still from the class V drill Our young champs with the Chief Guest Group 
Captain Vijay Hardas

CPS, ABs Sports Contingent The Red House marching contingent
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FESTIVE OCCASIONS

CPSWN CELEBRATES REPUBLIC DAY WITH PATRIOTIC FERVOUR

The staff and students of Centre Point School, WN 

celebrated Republic Day with great fervour and enthusiasm. The 

choir also put up a great show singing patriotic songs and 

bringing everyone into nationalistic mood which was tangible 

when the Principal Mrs. Kanchan Ukey unfurled the Tricolour 

and the National Anthem was rendered. 

The students of Classes 6 and 7 staged a great mime act 

where they showcased different aspects of our republic and 

invited audience participation as well. Thought-provoking 

speeches were also given by Class 8 students on the importance of 

the Republic day together with a melodious rendering of the 

Preamble Song.

In her speech, Vice Principal Mrs. Jayati Chakraborty

elaborated on the thread of commonality which all national leaders 

share since the time India attained its Republic status. She urged the students to take their example 

to dream and dream big as that will help them to SHINE ON. 

Three exemplary students of Class 12 were awarded as STUDENTS OF THE YEAR on 

this day as well. From the Humanities Department, Abhinav Somani won the trophy for his 

unparalleled school spirit and superb behaviour. He has also secured the all INDIA rank ONE in 

CLAT (Common Law Admission Test) and AILET (All India Law Entrance Test). Following him was 

Punit Sarda from the Commerce Department who received the award. Punit is a well-known 

MUNner and quite popular amongst his peers and juniors alike. This charming and intelligent boy’s 

knowledge on world affairs and cryptocurrency knows no bounds. Mahek Shah from the Science 

Department won the best student award too. She has been a wonderful student, gentle and kind to

everyone alike. She has also represented the girls’ cricket team numerous times during her years in 

school. These three students are the culmination of everything good that the school has to offer. 

Mrs. Kanchan Ukey unfurling the 
National Flag
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They are a perfect example of how one can excel when they balance academics with co-curricular 

activities. 

This brought on the end to the festivities of the day and on the tune of ‘kadam kadam 

badhaye ja’ the students dispersed.

The school management and staff applauded the efforts of the Social Science Department in 

staging the mime and preparing the young speakers.

CPS, AB'S NATURALISTS WIN PRIZES IN THE ANNUAL TIGER FESTIVAL 2022-23

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' nature enthusiasts had participated in the 

Annual Tiger Festival 2022-23 on 20th February, 2023. The theme for the Tiger Festival this year 

Staging the mime on the importance of a republic                   The young audience attending the performance

Abhinav Somani being 
presented the prestigious 

award

Mrs. Jayati Chakraborty 
addressing the students
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was–“Only one Earth". The event offered an excellent opportunity for inter-school interactions 

between students and teachers to share their views creatively and express themselves in ways that 

send strong, yet respectful messages to protect the planet. Various competitions were held as a part 

of the Tiger fest to fuel the creativity of children and channel it towards a noble cause. Students 

from CPS, AB had participated in the Animal Fancy Dress event, Poster Making (Individual) event, 

Rangoli Competition (Team event), Music out of Waste, Face Painting and Art Installation events. 

In the Poster Making (Individual) event, Mehar Chavala class V bagged the 1st prize. In the 

Group Rangoli Competition, Swaranjali Thawali and Atishay Jain of class V teamed up to win the 1st 

prize.

Our young artists were commended by the Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, 

Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, mentors, Mr. Shrikant Wekhende and Mrs. Pooja Chandak and the staff.

The winners with Perveen Ma'am, Shrikant Sir and 
Pooja Ma'am

Swaranjali Thawali and Atishay Jain's rangoli 
was declared the best!

The gifted artist Meher Chawla
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WE CARE

CPSKR STAFF PICNIC TO THE GREEN HEAVEN RESORT, KARANDLA

The CPSKR 
Team

The CPSKR Staff Picnic to GREEN HEAVEN on January 27, 2023, was a resounding success, 

bringing together teachers from various departments for a day filled with fun, games, and 

camaraderie. The event took place at a picturesque venue, creating the perfect backdrop for a 

memorable day.

The day began with great excitement as the teachers eagerly awaited the arrival of the bus. 

They took the opportunity to capture the joyful 

moments by clicking photos and documenting 

the event. As the bus departed for the venue, the 

teachers’ spirits were high. They sang songs, 

creating a lively and cheerful atmosphere 

throughout the journey.

Upon arrival at the venue, everyone was 

greeted with a delectable breakfast spread. The 

teachers indulged in a variety of delicious treats, 

enjoying the chance to relax and socialize. Later 

in the afternoon, a sumptuous lunch was served, featuring a wide array of dishes to cater to 

everyone’s tastes. The meal provided a fantastic opportunity for the staff to energize for the 

Ready to Start
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activities planned for the rest of the day and to engage in informal conversations and strengthen

their bonds. In the evening, a delightful high tea was 

served, offering a range of refreshments and giving time 

to everyone to relax after the games and activities of the 

day. To encourage team building and friendly 

competition, several games and activities were organized. 

The teachers participated in games including housie, tug 

of war, and volleyball, bringing out their competitive 

spirit while also fostering a sense of unity. Laughter and 

cheers filled the air as the teachers engaged in these

activities, creating lasting memories.

The teachers let loose and showcased their dance moves on the sprawling lawn. The 

atmosphere was vibrant, with music playing and teachers celebrating with infectious enthusiasm. 

The event became even more special as some of 

the staff members celebrated birthdays by cutting 

a cake and sharing their joy with everyone 

present. 

The Director Principal, Mrs. Shilpee 

Ganguly distributed prizes to appreciate and 

acknowledge the efforts of the winners of housie 

and tug-of-war. The gesture was well-received and 

added an element of recognition and 

encouragement to the event. The appreciation shown by the Principal further uplifted the spirits of 

the teachers and reinforced the sense of community 

within the school.

The staff picnic was a remarkable event that 

brought together staff members on a day filled with 

joy, laughter, and celebration ensuring a positive 

and motivated school environment. The health and 

wellness committee planned and conducted the 

entertaining games. The school management was 

appreciated for facilitating the thoughtful event for 

the staff. 

Happy Moments

Happy Birthday

Posing for a pic
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                       Relaxed and Rejuvenated                                                                               Shake a leg

                                 Irresistible ambience                                                                                          Fun in The Bus

Refreshing experience
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FUN TIME FOR THE CPSWN STAFF

After an academic session packed tight with classes, examinations and extra-curricular 

activities galore, it was time for the staff at Centre Point School, WN to let their hair down and taste 

the chill pill. And this happened at a happening place called the Tiger Paradise Resort at 

Umred. 

The teachers had a gala time frolicking around in the 

water amusement park, dancing their hearts out to some foot 

tapping music and also playing dumb charades. The sumptuous 

platter of dishes for lunch was the icing on the cake. Of course, 

no fun outing can be complete without the clicking of 

innumerable photos and even shooting videos to capture all 

those wonderful moments for a lifetime. The enjoyment 

continued in the bus journey as well which goes to show what a 

fun group teachers are!

A big ‘thank you’ from the teachers went out to the self-esteem 

and morale committee and the management of the school for 

organizing this picnic. It was a great way for everyone to unwind 

and have a whale of a time.

  

Chilling with friends in the 
amusement park

Having a whale of a time with friends
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Full on enjoyment in the 
bus ride

CPS, AB'S YOUNG ARTIST KYRA COLOURS HER WAY TO SUCCESS

Swachhata Pakhwada started in April 2016 intending to bring a fortnight of intense focus on 

the issues and practices of Swachhata by engaging Government of India Ministries / Departments in 

their jurisdictions. This celebration aims to create awareness among all about leanliness. 

Our aspiring artists present their masterpieces            Our talented artist Kyra receives her prize

                                     Relishing the yummy food                                                                                     Fun in the pool
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Accordingly, Swachhata activities were carried out from  01.02.2023 to 15.02.2023 at NRSC. As part 

of the celebrations, a drawing competition was conducted by Team RRSC-NAGPUR/NRSC, ISRO on 

7th February 2023. Children of classes 1 to 5 from schools around the city participated in this 

competition. 350 children from our school showcased their creativity in this event which aimed to 

create awareness of cleanliness among citizens. They made posters based on the theme 'clean city'. 

Our young artist, Kyra Agrawal of class II D stood 2nd for her reative presentation. 

Kyra was commended by the Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti 

Bobde, her mentor, Mrs. Kshitija Kalikar, the staff and the team from ISRO.

CENTRE POINTERS WALK FOR A BETTER LIFE # CPS, AB

The 17th edition of the Rotary Arneja 

Walkathon was held on 19th February 2023 at St.

Ursula School Ground, Civil Lines. The walkathon is 

sponsored by Arneja Heart and Multi-speciality Hospital 

and Co-Sponsored by Dinshaw’s. The Rotary Club of 

Nagpur set the theme 'Walk for Life' for the walkathon. 

The 3 km, 6 km, and 9 km circuit of the Walkathon 

started from the St. Ursula School Ground. There are 3 

age categories for the event: Below 18 years, 18-60 

years, and above 60 years. The event evoked a warm response. People of all age groups patronized 

in huge numbers exceeding 5000. The students of CPS, AB participated in large numbers. The 

Interactors also participated enthusiastically in the walkathon. They made posters to spread civic 

awareness about 'No Honking', 'No plastic', and 'No Littering'. The Interactors were accompanied 

by the Interact Club teacher in-charge Mrs. Sabina Farooqui.

CPS, AB's health freaks at the Walkathon

CPS, AB's health freaks at the Walkathon
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INTERNATIONAL VISTAS

TANMAY PARIKH OF CPS, KATOL RD IN TEAM INDIA FOR ISEF DALLAS, TEXAS

Tanmay Parikh of class 12, Science Stream, Centre Point School, 

Katol Road, has been selected in 2023 as one of the 20 students of 

Team India who will represent India at the Regeneron International 

Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF) Dallas, Texas in May ‘23. His 

project in the Chemistry category, titled ‘Innovative Use of 

Nanoparticles against Industrial CO2 Emissions' won the prestigious 

Grand Award at the Initiative for Innovation and Research in Stem 

(IRIS National Fair) Tanmay faced a rigorous selection process 

conducted by eminent scientists and domain experts. In this project 

he used specific nanoparticles to solve the main issue with the 

chemical absorption process in Carbon Dioxide capture i.e. the high 

costs associated with spent solvent regeneration. With his innovation, 

Tanmay managed to significantly lower the energy required for complete CO2 desorption and 

hence minimize the cost. If translated to a large scale, this would mean that most industries in the 

world would be able to capture their CO2 emissions, thus it being hugely beneficial for our 

environment. His project will now be chiselled by eminent scientists and he will be provided with 

the necessary insights through three mentorship camps before the final flag off ceremony in Dallas.

International Science and Engineering Fair 

(ISEF) is the world’s largest international pre-

college science competition, held annually in the 

U.S. Every year, tens of millions of students 

participate in science fairs around the globe but 

only about 1,800 from around 85 countries earn 

the right to compete for nearly $5 million awards 

bestowed each May at the Regeneron International 

Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF) held at U.S. 

This year, the fair is scheduled to be held at Dallas, Texas from 12th to19th May 2023.

Tanmay with the IRIS Grand 
Award

Tanmay giving details of his project
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The students represent their home countries for which they are selected through respective 

national fairs conducted in their respective 

countries. For selection to Team India, IRIS 

National Fair conducts a rigorous selection process. 

Each year, research-based science projects by 

young students, across 21 subject categories—are 

reviewed by an eminent jury comprising scientists 

and domain experts. Then, the shortlisted entries 

are showcased at the annual IRIS National Fair. 

After working passionately on his project for about 

8 months Tanmay displayed his project at IRIS 

National Science Fair held at DAIC, New Delhi from 20th to 22nd January’23. Out of more than 100 

exemplary projects shortlisted for the National Fair, his project was among the 20 best ones 

selected for ISEF.

It may be mentioned here that Tanmay has maintained a commendable balance between his 

research on the project and his preparation for his class 12 board exam to be held shortly. In his 

words ‘This is a life changing experience’.

His success was acknowledged and commended in the Republic day celebration held in 

school where Tanmay addressed the students and motivated them to take this opportunity and 

work passionately ‘to make a change in our planet earth’.

In a commendation letter to the Director Principal, Sharon Kumar, IRIS Fair Director 

expressed ‘appreciation for the encouragement and support provided by Centre Point School in this 

initiative by the student’.

CPSWN WHIZ KID CREATES WAVES IN GREEN OLYMPIAD

A Centre Pointer from WN with a penchant for all things scholarly created waves when he 

participated in the Green Olympiad, one of the leading flagship programmes of TERI. 

A Class 4 grader, Abeer Deshpande participated in the GREEN OLYMPIAD, which is one of 

the leading flagship programs of TERI. Designed in an innovative manner to test the knowledge 

levels of students about the environment and sustainable development issues, the examination 

strives to enhance knowledge of students in the fields of science, technology, economics and social 

aspects of the environment through a case study and thematic based question paper. 

Tanmay being applauded by Shilpee ma'am and 
staff & students
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With over 2000 schools competing in the Olympiad from India and abroad, Abeer was 

announced the third winner at the global level leaving behind the state and country rank 

holders. 

He proudly received a certificate of merit, a book voucher worth Rs. 1000/- along 

with a free TERI GREEN magazine's annual subscription for his amazing achievement.

The elated youngster was lauded by the management and staff of the school for his superb 

achievement. 

CPSWN CROONERS ACE MUSIC EXAM

Two talented singers from Centre Point School, WN made the school proud once again with 

their superlative performance in the Theory Exam in Music conducted by the Trinity College,

London. Ananya Goenka of Grade 3 cleared 

the exam with Distinction while Ranjit 

Goenka of Grade 5 procured a meritorious 

position. 

The elated singers along with their 

Music guru, Mr. Alwin Gaikwad, were 

applauded for their super performance by 

the management and staff of the school and 

wished more success in their musical journey. 

SPECIAL	MENTION	FOR	CPSWN	ARTIST	IN	INTERNATIONAL	CALENDAR	DESIGN	COMPETITION

An	accomplished	artist	at	Centre	Point	School,	WN	garnered	acclaim	when	she	participated	

in	the	13th	edition	of	the	ICS	International	Painting	Competition	which	was	held	for	students	of	

Classes	8	to	12.	The	participants	were	invited	to	send	their	entries	and	the	winners	got	a	chance	to	

see	their	art	work	in	the	Signature	Calendar	published	by	them.	

Abeer Deshpande and his Certificate of Distinction

Ace performers in the Music exam
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Nidhi	 Kumbhalkar,	 a	 Class	 12	 grader	 received	 a	 ‘Special	 Mention’	 for	 her	 painting	

which	was	based	on	the	theme	‘Diversity’.	Nidhi	and	her	mentor	Mrs.	Sabina	Husain	received	

an	 e-copy	of	 the	calendar	where	her	painting	 is	 featured	and	 they	received	a	 certi icate	as	

well.		

The	 joyous	 artist	 along	with	her	mentor	was	heartily	applauded	by	 the	management	 and	

staff	of	the	school	for	her	fantastic	feat	and	wished	more	such	successes	in	the	future.	

        

CPS, AB'S TEACHER ARYA DIWAKAR IS NOW A CERTIFIED CAREER COUNSELLOR!

The career counselling cell at Centre Point School, Amravati 

Road Bypass has been growing in leaps and bounds over the years.

The educator Arya Diwakar is a new entrant as a certified career 

counsellor in the cell. She, as the school representative, completed 

the career counselling course with a Certificate of Excellence to be 

awarded during the soon-to-be held Graduation Ceremony.

The course was facilitated by International Career and 

College Counselling (IC3), an institute that helps schools with a 

variety of priorities including establishing a counselling office, 

training human resources, and providing access to a repository of remote training and professional 

development resources.

The IC3 Institute's one-year Flagship Program is designed for full-time high school 

counsellors and teachers. The program is structured in four distinct one-week modules that are 

delivered in person at designated locations over the course of one year, supplemented with self-

study materials and video conference sessions.The school is proud to state that its career 

counsellors contribute as change-makers in the school ecosystem.

Nidhi Khumbalkar Diversity

Ms. Arya Diwakar
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CPS-AB'S CAREER COUNSELLING CELL- ONE STOP SOLUTION FOR ALL CAREER RELATED 

PERPLEXITIES!

The ever-growing career counselling cell of CPS-

AB is shining on with its dedicated and diligent team of 

mentors who are certified career counsellors viz., Suman 

Uniyal, B. Kalyani and Arya Diwakar.

The counsellors have completed a year long 

flagship program with utmost sincerity facilitated by 

International Career and College Counselling (IC3).

The IC3 institute helps schools with a variety of 

priorities including establishing a counselling office, 

training human resources, and providing access to a repository of remote training and professional 

development resources.

The IC3 Institute's one-year Flagship Program is designed for full-time high school 

counsellors and teachers. The program is structured in four distinct one-week modules that are 

delivered in-person at designated locations over the course of one year, supplemented with self-

study materials and video conference sessions.

We are proud to state that our career counsellors contribute as change-makers in the school 

ecosystem.          

CPS, AB'S MARTIAL ARTISTS WIN INTERNATIONAL ACCLAIM

Our talented Martial Artists have brought laurels to not only the school but also our Country

with their exceptional performance in the 7th SQAY 

South Asian Championship. The event was held at 

Sports Stadium Kathmandu, Nepal from 2nd to 5th 

February 2023. Over 320 skilled Martial Artists from 

4 countries had gathered at the venue to be a part of 

this grand event organized by the International 

Council of SQAY. 5 talented players represented 

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass on this 

prestigious platform.

In the Under 18 girls' category,

Nishtha Gadi bagged a Gold medal in the Open 

Weight category.

The counsellors

Our talented Martial Artists with Pritam Sir, 
Perveen Ma'am, Bhakti Ma'am and Mehboob Sir
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Shifa Khan received the Silver Medal in the K1 event.

Nishtha Gadi and Shifa Khan teamed up to win the Gold Medal in the Group Khawankey event.

PriyaniBansod became the recipient of the Silver Medal in the K3 event.

In the U-18 boys' category,

Arshaan Mehta was awarded the Silver Medal in the AEROSQAY event.

Dhruv Goenka clinched the Silver Medal in the Group Khawankey event.

Arshaan Mehta and PriyaniBansod teamed up to win the Silver medal in the group Khawankey 

event.

It is a matter of great pride for the school that the children will now be advancing to contest 

the Asian Championship in Malaysia.

Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, mentors, Mr. Mehboob 

Ansari and Mr. Pritam Pinjarkar and the staff showered praise on the winners and wished them 

success for the next level.

CPS, AB'S JOEL AND ATISHAY - THE PIANIST IN MAKING!

Piano lessons promote various aspects of a child’s personality, like, brain development, self-

esteem and processing ability. To achieve the same, Joel Sachin Thorat of class VI D and Atishay Jain 

of class V A of Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass have shown utmost dedication and 

sincerity as he pursues his piano lessons. As a result, the Associated Board of the Royal School of 

Music, London, United Kingdom has awarded him with the ABRSM Entry Level Award in the Graded 

Examination in Music Performance (Initial Grade, Piano). Joel practised consistently and struck a 

perfect balance between his studies and hobby. He aspires to become a pianist when he grows up.

Atishay Jain emerged as the topper in the Initial Grade Entry 3!

The Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad Ma’am, Vice –Principal, Mrs. Bhakti Bobde Ma’am and 

the staff congratulated our young achievers. Long way to go, Joel and Atishay!

    Atishay Jain with Perveen Ma'am     Joel Thorat with Bhakti Ma'am
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ART EFFECT

CPS, KATOL ROAD HOSTS ‘RANGOTSAV-2023’

The Annual Art event ‘Rangotsav’ is an Inter Branch Art Competition held to commemorate 

the birth anniversary of Mr. N.K.P 

Salve which falls on 18th March. He 

has played a pivotal role as Mentor to 

Centre Point Group of Schools and 

Mother’s Pet Kindergarten.

On Sunday, 19th March 2023 

all roads led to CPS, Katol Road 

where Rangotsav 2023 was the 

annual art competition  being held  in 

the sprawling campus of the school.

Young enthusiastic artists of KG 1 &KG 2 of MPK and students from classes 1-12 of CPS and 

artists from CPSI congregated in the campus with their drawing material to give wings to their 

imagination and creativity and create beautiful works of Art, which will be adjudged by the Art Dept 

and winners will be announced.

The campus came alive with not just the students but also involved parents who waited 

patiently for their babies to create their works of art. The background music coupled with bright 

festoons gave a Festive look to the event. Teachers 

at the registration desks were constantly on their 

toes distributing drawing sheets and writing 

certificates.

The event is a brainchild of Mr.Sanjay 

Waliokar HOD Art and the Art Departments of all 

branches of CPS, CPSI and MPK work tenaciously 

to make it a grand success.

The Organising Team From CPS

Registration Counter
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CPSWN ARTISTS PAINT THE TOWN RED AT RANGOTSAV

Talented artists at Centre Point School, WN romped home with a spree of prizes when they 

participated in Rangotsav, an Inter-

School drawing and painting 

competition held every year in memory 

of NKP Salve organized by Centre Point 

School, Katol Rd on 19th March ‘23. 

From the students who 

participated zealously from Classes 2 to 7

in this event, the artists who stood out 

amongst the top ten winners in their 

respective groups include Insiyah Fidvi 

(Group B), Jivti Khurana (Group C), Nimisha Hande (Group E) and Sanika Hadge and Khushi 

Kurani (Group D). They were all awarded certificates of achievement and DOMS poster 

colour boxes. 

All the winners trained by the Art teachers were lauded for their wonderful artistic achievement by 

the management and staff of the school.

Rangotsav winners

                          Rangotsav Winners of CPSKR                                                                                 Very Creative
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CPS, AB's ARTISTS PAINT GLORY @ RANGOTSAV-2023

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' young artists have coloured their way to 

victory by winning prizes in the Rangotsav 2023. Centre Point School, Katol Road hosted the Inter-

Branch Art Competition on 19th March 2023. Around 600 young and enthusiastic artists of grades 

KG I to IX of all the branches of Mother's Pet Kindergarten, Centre Point School, and Centre Point 

School International congregated in the CPS, KR campus along with their parents to create 

magnificent pieces of Art to be adjudged by the Art Dept. The event was inaugurated at the hands of 

the Director Principal, Centre Point School, Katol Road, Mrs. Shilpee Ganguly.

Centre Point School, Amravati Road Bypass' talented artists have been awarded certificates 

for putting their creative best on the canvas, they include -

Anaish Gupta from class I, Mishka Agrawal and Kyra Agrawal from class II, Pehel Agrawal 

and Sargam Patel from class III, Hunar Jeswani from class IV and Meher Chawla, Prableen Nagi, 

Saara Nankani, Disha Choudhari and Shravika Bhartia from class V.

All participants received Participation Certificates.

The talented lot was congratulated by the Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, 

Mrs. Bhakti Bobde, mentor, Mr. Shrikant Wekhande and the staff.

The talented artists with Perveen Ma'am and 
Shrikant Sir

CPS, AB'S YOUNG ARTIST KYRA COLOURS HER WAY TO SUCCESS

Swachhata Pakhwada started in April 2016 intending to bring a fortnight of intense focus on 

the issues and practices of Swachhata by engaging Government of India Ministries / Departments in 

their jurisdictions. This celebration aims to create awareness among all about leanliness. 

Accordingly, Swachhata activities were carried out from  01.02.2023 to 15.02.2023 at NRSC. As part 
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of the celebrations, a drawing competition was conducted by Team RRSC-NAGPUR/NRSC, ISRO on 

7th February 2023. Children of classes 1 to 5 from schools around the city participated in this 

competition. 350 children from our school showcased their creativity in this event which aimed to 

create awareness of cleanliness among citizens. They made posters based on the theme 'clean city'. 

Our young artist, Kyra Agrawal of class II D stood 2nd for her reative presentation. 

Kyra was commended by the Principal, Mrs. Perveen Cassad, Vice-Principal, Mrs. Bhakti 

Bobde, her mentor, Mrs. Kshitija Kalikar, the staff and the team from ISRO.

‘News@CPS will be back with more achievements & activities of 
its staff & students’

Our aspiring artists present their masterpieces                  Our talented artist Kyra receives her prize




